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ABSTRACT
This study examines three specific issue areas of conc€rn that have
assumed greater prorninence on Southeast Asia's broadened security
agenda in the post{old War era: maritime piracyi drug production
and trafficking - with a primary emphasis on the Golden Triangle
region of Laos, Burma and Thailand; and political terrorism. Although
these threats are by no me.rns new to the Southeast Asian
environment, all three issues have taken on greater prominence and
meaning in their own right as a result of the new world 'disorder' of
the 1990s.

At the same tirne, it has become increasingly apparent that the
mechanisms for addressing such threats are not well developed in the
region. The combined effect has been to significantly elevate the
importance attached to these areas of unconventional regional security,
with piracy, drug trafficking and tenorism all taking on greater
relevance in the national security calculations of many Southeast Asian
states.

ln order to more adequately address these threats, the study
argues that political dlites will not only need to engage in innovative
security integration at the national level, they must also be prepared to
institutionalise multilateral cooperation at the international level. At
the national level, the bureaucratic divisions and iealousies which exist
within security and defence establishments need to be addressd, as
do instances of official comrption that support issues such as piracy,
tenorism and drug trafficking, or at least allow them to exist. At the
international level, more attention needs to be devoted to integrating
inter-state cooperation into a fully comprehensive and coordinated
system of collaboration of the sort that is able to support the
development of new, more effective modes of combined action.
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INTRODUCTION
With the collapse of the Soviet bloc in eastern Europe in the
late 1980s and early 199(h, it appeared that the international system
could be on the threshold of an era of unprecedented peace and
stability. Politicians, diplomats and academics alike began to forecast
the imminent establishment of a new world order, increasingly
managed by democratic political institutions. These, it was believed,
would develop within the context of an integrated international
economic system based on the principles of the free rnarket.l As this
new world order emerged, it was assumed that serious threats to
international stability would decline commensurately.
However, the initial zuphoria that was evoked by the end of
the Cold War has now been replaced by a growing s€nse of unease
that threats at the lower end of the conflict spectrum - 'grey-area
phenomenon' (GAP) - may soon assume greater prominence. Such
conctrn has been stimulated largely by the remarkable fluidity that
now characterises international politics, in which it is no longer
apparent exactly who can do what to whom and with what nreans. As
Richard Iatter observes, the establishment of a new global security
structure may reduce inter+tate conflict only at the expense of an
increased resort to subnational force that falls below the intensity
level of conventional war.2 Moreover, it appears that in this new
world 'order', violence and the readiness to risk and inllict death is
increasingly being used by the 'weak', not so much as a means of
erpressing identity, but as a way of creating it.3
Such perceptions are certainly evident in Southeast Asiaa
if any, of the region's actors view the end of the Cold War
as an 'unmixed blessing'. Although visibly relieved by the decline of
global tensions and the settlement of East-West ideological conllict at

where few,

1
z^
3

4

4

For the purposes of this paper, Southeast Asia is takm to indude the traditional
categorisation of Myanmar, Vietnam, Thailand, [ac, Cambodia, Malaysia,

detailed survey of these proposed changes was provided by rhe Workl Eononic
Outlrrf- (IlvtF, Washington DC, May 1991). See especially pp2637.
Se Ridrard l.l.ttstr', Tct'tT,risfi in tlE 1990s, Wilton Park Papers No.'14 (HMSO,
Londoo November 7911,p2.
5*, for instance, Teroris; and the Warfare of the Weak', Gurilien,2T October
79p3.
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the international level, policy makers have, nevertheless, begun to
express increased concem about the strategic uncertainties that are
now seen to erdst at the regional level. While many of these misgivings
emphasise 'Eaditional' security threab (such as inEr+taF rivalry
teritorid disputes, external aggression and the rise of new hegemonic
pnwers), a number focrrs on the contemporary challenge posed by
unconventional GAP forces.S As the former govemor of Indonesia's
National Defence Instihrte obs€nres, there is a very real possibility that
Southeast Asia might soon beconre the theatre of 'prolonged, lowintensity conflicb ... [whidr will progressively conn to replace thel
larger cnnflicts lthat werel fuelled by superpower rivalry during the
ColdWat'.6
This paper will examine Southeast Asia's broadened security
in
the post{old War era. It will begin by examining the notion
agenda
of GAP and how its main assumptions relate b the curent geostrategic context of the Southeast Asian region. The study will then go
on analyse three specific GAP threats that have assurned greater
relevance due to the diffusion of the post{old War power stmcture:

t

maritime piracy;7
Singppore, the Philip'plnes, Indonesia and Brunei in addition to southern China
and Flong Kong

6
7

Odcr k Sotttlrzlst Asiu ASEATII in tlu Put4-old
Se A. Adrarya, A Nan Rtgkt4l
lW Etr., Adilphi Papers -No.279 @raseey's for the Intenrational Insdtute for
Sbategtc Shrdiee, London, 19D3), p.lL
Quobd in the StmitsTi;lrzs,24 August 1992.
For the prrrpoo€ of this paper, the MB defnidon of piracy will be adopted This
conceptualises pincy as'any act of boarding any veccel with the intent to commit
theft o other crhre and wlth the capability to use force in fur0rerane of the act.
The defnitlon is wider than the ddineation ado'pted by the United Nadons, whidt
is probleuratical largely due b the fact that it restricb ibelf to attacks that take
plice on the high ses (it is estimated that only two Per cent of attacls against
dhipo actually take place on the high seas). The defhition dso exdud$ acts of
violmce cwrmitted at sea for purely polidcal PUrPG€s. Sudr'maritime terrorifii'
is treated as a separate issue unds international law (political violene at sea is
covered by the Roure C-onvention fc the Sup'presion of Unlawful Acts Against
the Safety of Maritine Navigation) and has, in any errent, been uncourmon largely
because hnd targets are more acecsible. For furtlrer details see fmn Vagg
'Rongh Seas? C-urhrporary Piracy in Southeast A.dn', British lwmal ol
Crimbobgy, Vol3l No.l, Wint€r 1995, p.64; B. Parritt, Sccttity ct fu: Tcrmrism,
Pbrcy nrlDrugs. APllri;ia,l Gli& (The Nautical Institute, london, 1991),p.7117;
hobleors wlth kgd Definition of Plracy', C-erguuos Asb,19ldy f93; R Vill,ar,
Hrq fofuy: Rfrbry CItd Vidlaec tt fu sitrcc 1980 (C-onway Maritime hess,

london,

1985), pp.57-9; and Samuel Mmefee,'Piracy, Terrorisur and the Insurgent
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t

drug production and trafficking - with a primary emphasis on
the Golden Triangle region of [aos, Burma and Thailand; and
political terrorism.S

Although these threats are by no means new to the Southeast
of the twentieth century their
importance was sidelined and, indeed, over-ridden by the more
'pressing' concern over U9Soviet nuclear rivalry. With the end of the
Cold War, however, these three issues have been allowed to take on
greater prominence in their own right. At the same time, it has become
increasingly apparent that the mechanisms for addressing such threats
arre not well developed in the region. The combined effect has been to
significantly elevate the importance attached to these areas of
unconventional regional security, with Piracy, drug trafficking and
terrorism all taking on greater relevance in the national security
calculations of many Southeast Asian states.9

Asian environment, for much

The paper will then go on to examine the issue of rcgional
Southeast Asian cooperation against pirac/, drug trafficking and
tenorism at both the national and international levels. In order to more
adequately address these threats, it is argued that political 6lites will
Historical and l.egal Perspective' in N. Ronzitti (d.), lvbritime
lzzr (Martinus Nijhoff, Dordrecht, 1990), pp.5661'
For the purpos€s of this paper, 'terrorism'will be defhed as the systertatic use of
illegitimate violence that is employed by substate actors as a meats to achieve
spei:ific political objectives - these obiectives differing according to the group
concerned It is a psydrological tactic that seeks to sp'read fear-inducing effects in a
target group wider ttran the immediate audience tht*gh the actual or feared
indiscriminate targeting of non-ombatant victims and property. In so doing it
can be regarded is a means of political communication that aims to influence
behaviour through the p,recipitation of a general state of fear and ollapse that is
exploited to alter political attitudes in sudr a way that rviil be beneficial to the
group oncerned. In order to effectively fulfil its communicative function,
telrcrilstn mwt aim to maximise publicity and the P€rPetmtors mwt claim
responsibility for their actions. Terrorism becomes intemational in its dimmsions
whm it is carried out beyond the borders that define the perpetrating SrouP's
country of origrn; when it is aimed at foreign nationals within a perpetrating
group'3 countst of cigin; or whm it seeks to influence a foreign Sovernmmt. See
Peter Chalh West Eurcpesn Tatorism anil Counta-Ttrcrism: Tlv Eooloing Dynamic
(Macurillan, London, 196), dt.l.
See, for example, William Carpenter and David Wiencek, 'C-ondusions'in William
Carperrter and David Wimcek (eds), Asicn Semity Handbak An As*ssment of
Political-Secuity Issttcs in thc Asia-Pecific Region M.E. Sharpe, New York, 1996),
pp.2634; and Adrarya, A Nao RcgiotuJ Order in hutluest Asia,pp.72-75.
Passenger:

A

Tawism o*l

latezr rr;tiotrsl
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not only need to engage in innovative security integration at the
national level, they must also be prepared b institutionalise
multilaEral cooperation at the international level through such
stmctures as the Association of Southeast Asian Nations GSEAN)
Regional Forum (ARD.

CHAPTER 1
GREY.AREA PHENOMENA
Grey-area phenomena (GAP) can be loosely defined as threats

to the stability of

sovereign states by non-state actors and nonprocesses
and organisations.l While rnany GAP
governmental
involve
to
violence, not all do. Those which manifest
problems come
themselves in an aggressive manner are typically associated with the
activities of non+tate actors, such as intemational crime syndicates,
drug trafficking organisations and terrorist groups. Non-violent GAP
forces are more generally related to the threat posd by nongoverrunental processes and influences, such as uncontrolled or illegal
immigration, famine and the transnational spread of diseases such as

AIDS and cholera. Whenever GAP influences are associaH with
violence and aggressiory however, such conflict is generally organised,
employed for either political or economic purposes, and
characteristically falls short of major conventional warfare.

All GAP issues, whether violent or not, represent a direct
threat to the underlying stability, cohesion and fabric of the modern
sovereign state. However, unlike the challenge Posd by traditional
security concerns such as overt external aggressiory the GAP threat is
of a somewhat more transpa.rent and insidious nature. This is because
it typically stems from a context that exists outside formal state
structures and only occasionally from an origin which can be directly
linked to, or identified with, another polity, power faction or global
ethno-religious bloc. As Holden-Rhodes and Lupsha observe, this
characteristically gives rise to an 'ooze factor' situation whereby the
effects of GAP are often ignored or, when recognised, only factored
into a viable political policy action equation once they have caused
mapr destabilisation oicrisis within the state(s) concerned.2
This onceptualisation is based on a paradigm first developed by Jim HoldenRhodes and Peter Lupsha in 192. See lim Holden-Rhodes and Petet Lupsha,
'Gray Area Phmomerra: New Threats and Policy Dlesrmas', Crimirul lustin
Intatetitnal, Vol.9, No.l, January-February 193, pp.7l'-77; and 'Horsemen of the
Apocalypae Gray Area Phmomena and the New World Disorder', I'ow Intcnsity
C-o'lrfict end lew Enfoenai,Yol.2, No2, Autumn1993, pp2l2-26'
Holden-Rhodes and Lupeha, 'Gray Area Phenomena', p.12.
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The International Conbxt
Grey-are phenomena are not new. Problems such as famine,
disease, drugs trafficking, tenorism and organised crime have all
existed for many yea15. What are new, however, are the realities of the
curent global context that are working to facilitate the occurrence and
growth of these threab, especially those of the non-state (as opposed to
ihe non-governmental process) variety. Four in particular stand out.
T'hc'D oll afis ation' of the Globe

The economic suctess of capitalism and its accompanying
of materialism has led to the so<alled 'dollarisation' of the
gloh. Today in both the developed and partiarlarly the developilg
world, to possess dollars is to possess Power and influence; it is the
mark of succ€lts. This has not only served to provide powerful
motivating rationales for enhancing financial wealth - often by
whabver mearul possible - it has also allowed non-state actors to
acquire treasuries (and hence, power) of sufficient magnitude that
system

thelr influence now matdres or even surpasses that of many sovereign
states.3

The dollarisation of the international system is essentially a
of the perrneation of Western commercial values
thrcughout the globe via electronic communications and widepread
travel. Through blevision, the rnovies and enhanced transnational
mobility, relatively unsophisticated and discontented audiences
around the world have been increasingly exposed to the quasi-political
distortion of maErialism that is inherent within the Western/capitalist
socio-ecpnomic value systern Personal meaning and satisfaction have,
as a result, come to be defined in terms of driving a 'flashy' car,
wearing deigner clothes, owning expensive iewellery,liniog in o<otic
surroundings - in short, having actess to and enppng,the very best
that Western consumerism and commercialism can offur.a

cons€quence

3
4

ibid., p.15; Flolden-Rhodes and Lupsha, 'Horsemen of the Apocafypce', p'p 21Y9.
Stevei Metz, 'lnatrrgmcy afte( the C.old War', Snull Wos crul hswgmcb'Yol.5,
No.l, 194 W.77-2.See also Andrew Scott, Trtt Dlrr4ttti6 of labtdcpendcne
(Universig olNorttr Carolina Press, Chapel Hil, 1982); and Rsrdd Dore, 'Unity
and Diversity in Cortempcary World Culture'in Hedley Bull and Adan Watson
(cdlg,nu irpnsln of Intenlrltt rlrll fubry (Aarendon Pres, Oxfor4 19&l).
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The quickest and easiest way to such riches, and the
satisfaction they appear to engender, is through crirne. This is
especially true in regions where relative deprivations is perceived to be
especially gleat and legitimate economic opportunities are lacking
(something that applies to npst of the non-Western developing world);
the possession of wealth and power have become far rnore important
than considerations of the means used to acquire themi The result has
been the emergence of socalled 'black dollar'groups - organisations
seeking material wealth on the back of sustained criminal activities,
which can cover anything from arms and narcotics trafficking, to gem
smuggling, piracy and even the illicit trade in human body parts.
lilcntity
Since the end of the Cold War, there has been a maior

The Resutgetrce of Ataoistic Forms of

resurgence of religious fundamentalism (Islamic and other) and other
atavistic forms of identity such as ethnicity. This particular feature of

the present international system is helping to sustain, and in certain
instances create, highly destabilising sub'national communal confl icts,
many of which have involved armed factions that are prepared to
utilise tenorist strategies as either a primary or secondary mode of
struggle. Such effects have been felt on a truly global scale with states
in western and central Europ€, Africa, central Asia, South Asia and
East Asia literally being torn apart as a result of political terror
instigated by arrned groups justifying their actions on the basis of a
self-prodaimed right to national or religious selfdetermination.
While ethno'religious corununal conflict is hardly new (many
internat insurgencies during the Cold War had specific ethnic or
religious overtones), there are at least three inter-related factors
working to amplify prirnal conflict in the present international system.
First has been the perceived failure of regimes that have defined
themselves on the basis of unifying secular belief systems, such as
comnunism, pan-Africanism and pan-Arabism. Unable to adapt to
rates of change that today come in minutes, days and months, not
years or decades, and failing to satisfy the increasingly diverse

5
o.

It was Ted Gurr who first dweloped the idea that relative deprivation could serve
as a powerfirl motivating influence for aggression. For further details, see Ted
Gurr, Why lvlcn Rabcl (hineton University hes, Princeton, 192)).
MeE, 'lnsurgmcy after the Cold tilar', p.70.
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demands of rapidly expanding populations, governments throughout
the developing world (and in certain instances, the developed world)
appear to have failed. The resulting discrcntinuity, disequilibria and
apparent chaos have stimulated demands for algnative models of

development while, at the same time, people have sought new
franreworks of personal nreaning b replace the obcolete universalist
doctrines of the C-old War era. The combined e{fect has been a
rEsurgence of atavistic ideology, with groups increasingly turning to
prinnrdial identities bas€d on religion and ethnicity (or an
amalgarnation of the two) as a way of ameliorating both their
fmstration and disconbntT
Second, the disinEgration of the imposed order of the Cold
War has allowed ethno-religious forces to take on greater freedom and
autonomy in their own right. No longer concerned by global
ideological imperatives, and in Russia's case with questionable
capability b intervme, neither Washington nor Moscow has an
interest in containing rcgional hostilities - conflicts which, in many
cases, were deliberately engineered as part of their respective national
security policies (see above). The lifting of the suFrporf,er'lid'in this
fashion has lent an unprecedented 'fluidity' to world politics,
unleashing a whole variety of ethnic, religious and brritorial bnsions
which had, hitherto, been effectively capped or at least controlled.8

This particular effect of the post{old War era has been felt
most acutely in multi+thnic states which have had no previous
e:<perierce of ethnic acommdation. In such instances, nationalism
has typically drawn upon ethnicityg
a relational conqept, creating
"r
boundaries between'insiders' and'outsiders'
which have been further
entrenched and radicalisud by the calls of politicians, nationalists and

7
8
9

ltdd,,

p.&A;

p2r7-r8.

Holdm-Rhodes and Lupsha, 'Hors€men

of the Apocalypse',

p.$; |*laz, 'lnternal
Insugency after the Cold War', p.Z).
IMrereas dvic orcepdons of the natiqr regard it as a comrtrnity of shared
cailhrre, @utmqr laws and t€ritorial citlzenship, etlmo-nationalisur ondves the
nadon as a vernaorlar ormunlty of genealogical descrL See Anthmy Smith,
The Ethnic Sources of Nadonalism', Sumioel,Yol35, No.l, Spring 1993, p.55.
Chalk, Wcst Eutopr Tcnorbm erul hnta-Tcnorin4
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demagogues to cleanse and purify their particular ethnic groups from
all contarninating and alien influences.Iu

Third, sponsorship by Iran and Sudan and the influence of
veteran fighters of the Afghanistan War has ensured the violent
manifestation of at least one mairr form of religious identity, Islamic
fundarrentalism.ll Since coming to Power, both the Iranian and
Sudanese regimes have taken a 'rhetorical leap' beyond other lslamic
revolutions,idopting the militant concePt of the al-iihad al-saghir7z as
an integral part of their domestic and foreign Policy. Indeed the notion
of 'holy war' has essentially become a rabon d'Atre for both states - a

10

11

12

Se, for lnstane, David Welsh, 'Domestic Politics and Ethnic Crnflict', Surziul,
'The Ethnic Sources of Nationalism',
Vol35, No.l, Spring
-Gurr,193, pp.5&80; Smith,
Corrflic and the

'Peofle against States: EthnopotAcal
gp.484; Ted
Clranging World Systeur',Interwtioaal Stttd,bs Q1ttrtcdy,Yol38, 194' p347-V;
Ted eur, 'Communal C-onflict and Global Secudty', Cunent History, May 1995,
pp272-17; Donald Horowitz, 'Ethnic and Nationalist Conflic-t'in M. Klare and D.
iiromas (ds), Workl Scc,urity: Clnllenges fot a Neut Ccntury (SL Martin's Press, New
York 194), pg175A7; and Donald Horowitz, Ethnic Groups k Cottfict (University
of California Press, Berkeley CA, 1985).
It should be noted that lslim is by no means a monolithic force. The religion is
essentially divided between two traditions: the Sunni and Shi'ia. The Strnni believe
that Muhammed was the final prophet of Islam and that any terrporal leader can
legitimately exercise Power on earth so long as that person uphglds Islamic law
(ai set forth in the Qur'an and demonstrated during his life by Muhammed). The
Shi'ia, on the other hand, argu.e that a terrporal leader can be drallenged if he does
not have divine guidane and believe that only dhect d€cendants of Muhammed
flmmams) are a6le to legitimately exercise Power on earth' Moreover, they argue
that at the end of time I Twelfth Imam (the Mahdi) will return to take up the
pcition as the tme leader of Islam). A gmd account of the main differenccs

betrveen the two baditions can be found in David Ingersoll and Ridtard
Matthews, Tlu PhilosrlPhicel Rmts S Modrn Idelogy (Prentice Hall Inc., New York,
197),pp.?7345.
Islamii-fundamentalism is split between those groups whidr advocate the
peaefnl Eansformation of society through r!e_ al;iilnd!-kebir and thoee whidt
pnrsue their aims violently through the al-iilnd<l-sa$n Th9 former sEess€s
ispects sudr as 'striving with the pel,;t' (iilwld4isaz); 'striving !\og! education'
(iilud4t-tllrbiya); and'saiving by propagating the faith' (iiW4-to'w). The latter,
liy conbast, enrphasises legitimate forms of strife with other humans through-war
aird violence. Firr further details see Ridrard Martin, 'Religious violmce in Islam:
Toward an Understanding of the Dscourse on Jihad in Modern Egypt'in Paul

Wilkinson and Alasdair Stewart
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(Aberdeen University Press, Aberdeen, 1989), pp.5L71; Maiid Khadduri, War enil
Pae ia tllz lew $ isklm (ohn Hopkins Press, New York, 1955), pp.5!E2; and
Rudolph Peters, Islerz ead C-obnielism: The Doctrine of lilud in lvbdcnr Hbtoy
Mouton, The Hague, 19791, pp.777 -21.
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way of defining their regimes in terms of the hostility they perceive
(and encourage) in the outside world.l3

Iran and Sudan are now thought to have established strong
financial and operational links with numerous extrcmist Islamic
groupe in the Mddle East, North Africa and Asia. Current US
intelligence sources estimaE that Iran supplies as much as US$30
million a )'ear in cash and arms to militant Muslim groups around the
world. In additiory at least eleven'military' camp6 have been identified
in lran as locations used O train foreign groups who ar,e sympathetic
to the Iranian Islamic cause. An estimated 50m volunteers pass
through tlre camps eadr year, of whom about 500 are thought to be
given extensive training in a wide range of terrorist skills, ranging
from working with explosives to carrying out assassinations. Equally
Sudan, thanks b considerable lranian financial backing is now
thought b have developed a beadr-head of militant Islamic radicalism
in Africa consisting of at least 25 training camps for new and
established groups.r4

Further amplifying the contemporary force of militant Islamic
fundarrnntalism is the lqiacy that has been left by the end of the
Afghanistan War. With the sucressful entry of the Muiahideen into
IGbul rn1992, thousands of volunteer guerrilla fighters, who were as
anti-West as they were anti-Soviet, literally became'rebels without a
cause'. Lacking any effective outlet for their religious zeal and military
expertise, many left Afghanistan to take up the'caus€'within the ranks
of other Islamic organisations, targeting a new enemy: liberal Arab
governments and their allies in the West.15

of the Afghans is not only fostering the
of insurgent skills in many plac€s of Islamic unrest
around the world, it is also providing a necessary ideological
The influence

development
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framework for the growth of fundamentalist extremism.ls As Hamid
Gul, a retired Pakistani general, observes:
The Afghan iihad ... became an ideological obsession among
Islamic youth who were studying in the United States and
Europe. They had liberal ideas, but they saw that Western
liberalism was not the answer for what they were looking for.
They tried to discover themselves. The instrurnent of
discovery was the jihad.l7
According to Western, Middle Eastern and Asian intelligence
it is the inlluence of the Afghans that is behind the growing
violence of some of the most extrerne fundamentalist movements
cunently operating in the international system. Their training,
militantism and experience have been identified as having a
particularly marked effect on intemal instability in places as far afield
as Egypt, Algeria, Tunisia, the Israeli Occupied Territories, Pakistan
and the Philippines.ls
officials,

The Proliferution of Weaponry

We are living in an age where organised violence has become
a tool that is increasingly available to sub-state actors and groups. The
basic division between the government, army and people - the bedrock
of the trinitarian concept of conventional warfare - has collapsed as a

result of the production and diffusion of armament technology. This
de'structuring, rooted in the mass production and proliferation of
basic and advanced combat weapons, has made it increasingly difficult
for the state to nnnopolise violence and has given a variety of
organisations options that were formerly reserved only to the

l5
t7
l8

Metz, 'lnsurgency after the Cold Wat' , p.77.
HamidGul citd in ibid.
Ieff Builta, 'The Origins and Future of Tenorist Acts', Crinhol lustia Ewop,Yol3,
No.5, September4ctober 1993, p.6;'lslamic Terrorisur Network Tied to Pakistani
University', Nao YorkTitnes, 20 Mardr 195; US State Departm€nt, Petta ns of Globl
Tetrtrbm, Departmmt of State Publication 10021 (CPO, Washington DC, April
196); and Bruce Maddy-Weitzuran and Efraim Inbar, 'Special Issue: Religious
Radicalism in the Greater Middle East', Trrorism arul Political Vblarce, Vol.8, No.2,

Sunmer 196.
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government and its armed forces.l9 A systematic review of on-going
ethnic strife, for instance, shows that the total value of the military
hardware used annually by substate armed grouPs has been as high
as US$35 billion in recent years, nearly a quarter of the value of the
orthodox trade in mairr weapons inl992.2o

During the Cold War, the United States and the Soviet Union
both made er<tensive use of 'war by proxy'2l as a way of indirectly
pursuing their global objectives. In large part, this was due to the
constraints that were placed on conventional warfare as a result of the
development and proliferation of atomic weapons of mass destruction.
a qualitative change in both the
The nuclear factor
predictable
aonsequences
of war. As Steve Weber
and
destmctiveness
observes, for the first time in the history of the npdern states system, a
great powey's use of total force against its nuclear-arnrd adversary
would absolutely ensure a redistribution of capabilities that would be
unfavourable to both. A full-blown nuclear exchange not only could
not be wory it would also inevitably lead to the destruction of both
superpowerc and their immediate participation in the system.22

Such a realisation, enshrined in the shategic dogma of
mutually assured destruction (MAD), forced both the United States
and the Soviet Union (and their respective allies) to abandon the use of
all-out war as a viable, or rational tool of statecraft. At the same time,
given that any direct confrontation could easily escalate across the
nuclear thr€shol4 conventional wars fought imrnediaEly between the
superpowers were similarly ruled out. This obliged both supeqpowers
to find new ways of seftling their differences. The result was the
introduction of 'war by proxy', whereby both sides (as defined by the
Chalk, Wcsl Europn Tanrism enil C-ounta-Tanorisn, p.1. See also Martin van
Gevel4 TluTtwslomatimS Wer (The Free hess, New York, 191), pp.l9-3; and
Holden-Rhodes and Lupsha, 'Gray Area Phenomma', p.12
Aaron IQrp, The Arnrs Trade Revolution: The Mair Impact of Small Arms'in

(d.), Weryrc P'rolifu?t n in tlu 7990s (The MIT Prees, Cambridge
195), W.6+5. See dso Aaron IGrp, Armrng Etloric C-ortfict (United Nations
University he, tanhan MD 196).
Brad Roberts

Mass,

War by proxy is ddined by the US Army as'the use of military capabilities up to
but not induding nrstained courbat betrseen legular lnationall foces'. See
TRADOC pamphld, US OVaatiotrr,l eneVt for loo Intcrcity C-oltflict (Department
of the Amy, Ft Monroe, Virginia, No.52444), p2.

See Steve Webec, 'Realisilr, Detente and Nudear Weapons', Iatcnutioul
Orgoizttlm, Y o1.44, 1990, p.5182..
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North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO) and the Warsaw Pact
(WP)) attempted to pursue their territorial, economic and political
goals through surrogate actors.6

In a number of instances, the adoption of proxy armies
involved the transfer of extensive arrnouries to regions of intense EastWest rivalry. Following the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in 1979, for
instance, the United States embarked on a huge covert operation to
trairy arm and finance rebel Muslims to resist the occuP)4ng Soviet
army. It is believed that Washington spent in exctss of $3 billion in
military aid, reaching a peak of $600 million a year just before the
USSR withdrew in 1989. One study estimates that, by 1987, some
55,000 tons of weapons were being transferred each year to the Afghan
rebels via Pakistan.24
Playing out the Cold War in this rnanner has ensured that
there is now not only a global supply of arms useful to GAP actrors, but
also the knowledge of how to foment, organise and sustain insurgency.

Such technological and intellectual diffusion has provided GAP
practitioners with the means to match, and in certain instances
iurpass, the capabilities of nation-states. As Steven Metz observes, the
full effects of this particular legary of the cold war have still to be
realised and will, in At ntennooa, be felt for many years to conre.25
'Globalisation'
The present international system is now mone globally
interdependent than at any other time in history. whether measured
on the basis of information flows, foreign investnrent, financial
transactions, the total volume of world trade, government-togovernment contact or people-to-people links, the Sg_"1o all show
i*i.rt increases, especially over the lasi twenty years.25 While it is not
necessary to spell out these developments in terms of specific statistics

23
24
25
26

Chalk, Wcsl Eutopa Tanvism end C-ounW-Tztmtism, pp 3947'
The Covert Arnrb Trade', Tlu Ecottonrist,l2 February 194.
MeE, 'Insurgeng aft€r the Cold War', p.57' See also Holden-Rhodes and Lupsha,
'Hqsesren of the Apocallgse', p.218'
Kal Hols{ tntcnuibta-paifici (hentice-Hall lnc., Englewood Cliffs NL 1995),
P.77.
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- the trrends are both dear and well known - the crcnsequences for GAP
do require some elucidation.2T

Perhaps of rnost importance to GAP is the shrinking of the
globe as a result of technological developnrnts which have made
virtually every corner of the planet quickly accessible. Today one can
physically move fiom one part of the world to another in the same
tirre (if not more rapidly) that it used to take b purney from one city
or county to another, with such international travel being largely open
to a[.28 If the word 'physically' is remoned from the above-sentence,
the world is rcduc€d to mere seconds and even micro-seconds. Realtinr events happenhg on one side of the globe can be observed from
distant iungle locations simply by acressing Cable Network News
(CNN or the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) via a generator.
Money moves even faster, with an estimated US$l trillion being
electronically transferred anound the globe each day (compared with
an annual trade of US$155 billion between the United States and
fapan).2e

This transnationalisation of world politics has worked to the
advantage of GAP actors. In particular, it has allowed groups to shift
capital, communicaE and move on a genuinely global scale, uploiting
favourable tactical and logistical environments that may exist many
miles from their horne base. In today's global world GAP players have
the potential to operaE with the same speed, precision and
international dimension as decision makers in advanced nationstates.s Indeed, given the fact that borders and iurisdictional frontiers

27
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continue to be viewed as scrosanct by most polities in the present
international system, it could be argued that GAP actors are actually
able to function rnore effectively than governments. As Cherif
Bassiouni observes:

These phenomena which transcend national boundaries are
not hampered by political and diplomatic consideraf,ons, nor
do they suffer from the im@iments created by bureaucratic
divisions among the national organs of law enforcernent and
prosecution. The international rmponse to phenomena which
know no national boundaries [is thus] piecemeal, divided, and
more frequently than not, divisive of any effective efforts at
international cooperati on.31
Grey-Area Phenomena in Southeast Asia

The above influences

of dollarisation, arms proliferation,

globalisation and heightened forms of atavistic/primordial identity are
combining to exacerbate and sharpen the threat posed by GAP in the
post{old War international system. In many ways, these factors are
emerging with particular clarity and focus in Southeast Asia, creating a
region-specific pattern which is serving to considerably heighten the
scope and potential for GAP in the coming years.32
The emphasis on economic prosperity and power conceived in
terms of wealth is as strong in Southeast Asia as anywhere on the
globe. Indeed it could be argued that the desire for material progress
has emerged as the one of the mapr defining characteristics of the
region and one that largely underpins the norrnative perceptions of
nurny in the region. In a number of respects this material drive has
served the region well, powering the 'tiger' economies of Singapore,
Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand and Hong Kong to the point that they
ar€ now amongst the most dynamic in the world.$
31

Cherif Bassiouni 'Effective National and International Action against Organised
Crime and Terorist Criminal Activities', Enory Intcttutiotal Law Rmiao, Yol.4,
7990,p.%.
for instance, Adrarya, A Ncto RcgiotuJ Order in fuuttrr's, Asia, pp.17-30 and N.
Ganesan, 'Rethinking ASEAN as a Security Community in Southeast Asia', Asian
Afihirs, New Series Vol26, 195, pp.2l7-27.
See, for instance, Clark Neher, hutluast Asia in tlu Nant Intarutiotul Em (WesMew
Press, Boulder CO 194), p'p.1618.
See,
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However on a more negative note, the need and everconstant
desire for wealth and opulence has provided a fertile ground for the
growth of more insidious GAP influences. Drinen by a craving for

hstant material gratification (itself amplified by the severe economic
disparities generated by the region's rush b wealth), a number of
groups have sought to engage in various illicit activities as a way of
quickly fulfilling their material aspirations. The result has been the
gradual evolution of a parallel underground economy throughout
Southeast Asia, which is currently being powered by a range of illicit
activities including drug trafficking, loan sharking, protection rackets,
money laundering piracy and prostitution rings.
The blackdollar' organisations which sustain this oqganised
criminal activity have been quick to recognise and exploit certain
natural features of Southeast Asia that are conducive to their illicit
dergns. The npre important of these indude relatively porous land
and maritime borders (which are conducive to smuggling); laqge
archipelagic coastlines (which are difficult to monitor and facilitate
illicit maritime activities such as piracy); extensive hinterlands made
virtually unpenetrable by dense iungle deep vallep and sharp
mountain ranges (whidr have helped with the cteation of fortified 'nogo' grey areas beyond the formal control of the governmmt); and, at
least with respect to the C,olden Triangle, near-perfect climatic and
topographical conditions for the growth and cultivation of the heroin
poppy (which is vital for heroin production).
The scope of organised criminal activity in Southeast Asia sometimes referred to as the 'cancey' of the region's legitirnate
capitalism - should not be underestimaEd. For example, well over 50
per c€nt of all acts of piracy that take place around the world octur in
Southeast Asia; Indochina represents one of the most prolific areas of
the globe with respect to the sex trade and heroin trafficking; and
monq/ laundering afflicts financial institutions thrroughout Hong
Kon& Thailand and C-ambodia. In 195, delegates at an annual
Interpol rrreeting in Beiing were informed that the world's largest and
most sophisticated organised crinr rings originate from Southeast
Asia; run, for the most part, by the Hong Kong Triad network.a
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Southeast Asia has also been affected by the global resurgence

of atavistic, primordial forms of identity. New strains of

ethnic
violence have boiled over in Indonesia; Islamic extremism is emerging
as a powerful force in Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand and the
Philippines; ethno-religious tension has surfaced in Burrna; and armed
separatist movements continue to pose serious problems for a variety
of states across the regiory including rebel groups in Aceh, Irian faya
and East Timor (all in Indonesia), Pattani (southem Thailand) and

Mindanao (southern Philippines). These inlluences are not only
encouraging a heightened level of general civil disobedience, they are
also serving to sustain the activities of established ethno-separatist
groups as well as generate a new breed of highly militant religious
organisations.

The emergence of primordial identity in Southeast Asia is
hardly sulprising given its heterogeneity: the region is home to dl the
world's rnapr belief systems and at least 32 separate ethno-linguistic
groups.s Many of these groups have been arbitrarily 'lumped
together' in states that were originally created purely on the basis of
Western imperial designs, the sanctity of whose borders has since been
vigorously upheld by successive post<olonial Southeast Asian
governments. The result has been the creation of a number of postindependent state structures throughout Southeast Asia that at€'weak'
in the sense that they contain significant sectors of population that do
not identify strongly either with their ruling groups or territorial
boundaries (such as Indonesia, the Philippines and Burma).s

While the momentum of modernisation has managed to
deflect internal ethnic and religious tensions in a number of places
(such as Singapore, Malaysia, cenhal Indonesia and central-northern
Thailand), in others it has served merely to exacerbate regional

alienation by undermining traditional authority and socio-economic
structures. This is especially true in outlying, remote areas which have

35
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suffered from administrative and economic neglect as a result of the
intr,oduction of development programmes whose PrirE purpose has
been to further the interests and preferences of the dominant
community. For these regions - which include southern Thailand, the
soutlrern Philippines and the outer *i.gs of the Indonesian
archipelago - the unifying ethos of secular modernisation has not only
acted as a mapr stimulant for the basis of a new sense of communal
identity (ethnic, religious or both), it has also worked to reinforce the

separatist 'credentials' and legitirnacy of established local rebel
groupings. The endency of Southeast Asian 6liEs to periodically crack
down on outbutsts of communal identity with Draconian internal
countermeasures has further heightened this sense of regional
alienation.3T

least three areas, Aceh 0ocated on the northern tip of
Indonesia), Pattani (southern Thailand) and Mindanao
(southern Philippines), the resurgence of regional prirmrdial identity
has been additionally exacerbated by the political influence of Islam.
Feeding off the contemporary force of fundamentalist el<fr€mism (a byproduct of the Afghan War and Iranian/Sudanese sPonsorship,
discussed above), communal empathies in these three regions have not
only been heightened, ttrey have also been irrcreasingly militarised spawning violent and, at times, highly destructive campaigns of tenor
and intemal unrest. Perhaps the most vivid example of this occurring
is in Mindanao, where ongoing Moro separatist activity is increasingly
being channelled through exbemist Islamic organisations sudr as the
Moro Islamic Liberation Front (MILF) and the Abu Sayryaf Group

ln at

Sumatra in

(ASG).

Compounding the threat posed by these tommercial' and
'spiritual' GAP influences are the two instmmental variables of
weapons proliferation and globalisation - both of which, again, find
particular expression in the Southeast Asian region. fircre is no
shortage of combat weapons (troth basic and more advanced) in
Southeast Asia thanks, largely, to the considerable stocks left over
from the Crld War conflicts in C-ambodia and Afghanisan, not to
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mention supplies being smuggled out of the former USSR and eastern
Europe by crime syndicates utilising Russian, Chinese, Afghan and
Pakistani munition'pipelines'.38

The extent of these various weapons sources should not be
underestirnated. In Cambodia, for examplg the United Nations
Transitional Authority seized more than 300,000 arms and in excess of
80 million rounds of ammunition between 1991 and 193. This is
believed to be only a fraction of the total amount of weaponry
disseminated to the country during the 1980s (largely by the Chinese,
Americans and Thais) to facilitate local resistance against the
Vietnamese'backed (and Soviet-supported) Cambodian governnrcnt.39
Afghanistan provides an even more telling case in point. It is believed
that, by 1989, enough weapons had been transferred to the country
(either by the United SAtes or the Soviet Union) that every able-bodied
male could be armed in one way or another. Of perhaps greatest
concern is the fact that of the 900 American Stinga missiles supplied to
the Afghan militia during the civil war, the fate of as rnany as 560 is
still not known&

The type of weaponry currently being diffused throughout
Southeast Asia is truly extensive.It indudes,into alia,M-\6and AK-47

assault rifles; lightweight grenade launchers; squirtless flame
throwers; surface-to-air missiles (SAMs); portable anti-tank weapons;
light and heavy machine.guns; rocket-propelled grenades (RPGs); and
land-mines and other derrplition material.4l The lethality of these
various munitions is phenomenal and needs to be emphasised to
illustrate the type of firepower to which GAP actors in Southeast Asia
now have access.
For two good accounts of weapons hafficking out of the forsrer U$SR and eastern
Euro'pe see Matti Joutsen, 'Organised Crime in Eastern EuroF, Crimhul lustice
Intanutlttul,Yol.9, No.2, Mardr-April 193; and fceph Serio,'Organised Crime in

the Fornrer Soviet Union: Only the Name Is New', Crirzitel

Vol.9, No.4, july-August 1993.
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Finally, Southeast Asia has also emerged as a rnapr
transportatiory cornmunication and financial hub with an intense
network that not only connects the region locally but also
internationally with the maix centres of Europe, the wider AsiaPacific, the South Pacific and North Arrprica. More than one-third of
the world's merchant fleet currently uses sea lanes of communication
(SLOCs) which pa.ss through Southeast Asia, rnaking the region one of
the busiest and rrpst important maritirre trading corridors in the
world.42 Rapid economic growth has contribuEd to the regional
development of prominent global banking sysFnui, free-wheeling
sbck exchanges and money markets which al€ now fully inEgrated
with esablished financial centr€s such as londoru Tokyo and New
York. Finally, mapr domestic and international airports at Manila,
Singapore, Bangkol Hong Kong, Kuala Lumpur and fakara have
ensured that, in Erms of global and regional access, Southeast Asia is
as openand easily baversed as anyarea in the world.

All of this has helped with the regional and international
diffusion of GAP influences, allowing threats sudr as terrorism,
organised crime and piracy to both ernanate from and migrate to
Southeast Asia. We have, as a result, witrEss€d Middle Eastern
terrorists planning and carrying out operations in the Philippines and
Thailand; Burmese drug cartels bouncing' narcndollars between
Eurropean, American and Asian financial institutions rnarkets, leaving
a virtually untraceable money trail in the process; the growth of a

vibrant Southeast Asian underground economy run by a variety of
Russian-, |apanese'and Chineseorganised crirrc gangs; and pirates
attacking British-, Dutch-, Greek- and Cypriot-regisEred nerchant
vessels anywhere from Indonesia to Flainan.

Add to all this the existence of an established tradition of lowintensity conflict in Southeast Asia - the region s security environment
has historically derived as mudr from an internal insurgency context
as fiom an external conventional dimension - and one begins to
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appreciate the scope and potential for GAP in this part of the world in
the coming years.€

The next part of this study analyses three GAP forces that have
emerged as the most significant threat to Southeast Asian security at
the lower end of the conllict spectrum: rnaritirne piracy, drug
trafficking and political terrorism. All three stem from the activities of
non-state actors (as opposed to non-governmental processes); all three
have come to involve, in varying degrees, violence; and all three have
been facilitated, although not exclusively, by the factors outlined
above.

See,

for instane, Adrarya, A Nal Regionol Ofller in fui.thelst Asb, pp.17-30; and
Conmunity in Southeast Asia', pp.

Ganesan, 'Rethinking ASEAN as a Security
217-2r.

CHAPTER 2

MARITIME PIRACY IN SOUTHEAST ASIA
Maritime piracy has been endemic to the Southeast Asian
region for hundreds of years. Indeed the narratives of Shih Fa-Hsien, a
Buddhist monk from Ceylon, record cases of raiding, robbing and
other instances of marauding in the waters of the Malacca Strait and
South China Sea as early as AD 414.1 In his study of piracy, Wright
shows how Dutch attempts to monopolise the spice bade through the
Malacca Strait from the 1670s onwards served to dramatically increase
instances of piracy in Southeast Asia by disrupting and distorting local
trading patterns.2 By the nineteenth century, marauding had become
endemic to much of the Malayan world, largely because it was integral
to the political dynamics of intertribal warfare and archipelagic empire
building in the region.3 Although superior technology, gunboats and
new, large, steamdriven vessels did result in a decline in piracy by the
latter part of the nineteenth century, it was never completely
eradicated as a problem during the colonial period.a

of privateering continued well into the twentieth
raiding,
thought to be condoned by Indonesia, was a
century. Sea
factor that the Commonwealth naval forces had to take into account
during the Malayan Emergency (195860) and Sukarno's subsequent
policy of Confrontation against the newly created Malaysian
Federation between 1963 and 196.5 Moreover, during the 1970s,
numerous attacks against Viebramese boat people fleeing the
communist advance in Indochina were documented, with many of the
Echoes

Moorhead A Histary of Mahya enil Her Neighburs (longmans of Malaya,
Kuala Lumpur,l957),p.134 and H. Giles (re-trans.), ThcTrcoelsof Fa-hsim,39941.4
AD (Routledge & Kegan Paul, London, 1955).
L. Wright, 'Piracy in the Southeast Asian Archipelago', lourtul of Oilntel Stuilies,
See F.

2
3

Yo1.74,7976, p.26.

Nidrolas Tarting Pimcy anil Politics in thc Malayan World:

A

Study

of

British

Imperielbm in Ninr'trrnth Czntury huth-cast.4si.a (F.W. Cheshire, Melbourne 1953),

PP.4J.

Robert Beckman, Carl Grundy-War and Vivian Forbes, Acts of Pirecy in the
Malrcct erul Singapre Sfraits (lnternational Boundaries Research Unit (IBRU)
Maritime Briefing Vol.l, No.4 194), p.4.
Michael Pugh, 'Piracy and Armed Robbery at Sea: Problems and Remedies', Lozr
Inteasity C-oaflict atd Lew Enforcmteat, Vol.2,

No.l, Summer

'1993, p.2.
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assaults apparently carried out by raiders based in Malaysia and
Thailand.d Despite these instances, for much of the twentieth century
the issue of piracy was essentially sidelined in importance to the wider
East-West ibeologcal struggle that was taking place between the
superpoweF and their respective blocs. However with the end of that
connict and of the sornewhat artificial constraints that it placed on
regional security, and feeding off the effects of dollarisation, arms
proliferation and rnobility as outlined in the preceding sectio_n, Piract
is once again emerging as a prominent security problem in Southeast
Asia.

It is possible to identify at least three types of piracy that are
occurring in Southeast Asian waters:

a)

b)

6

7
8

Harbour and anchorage thefts/attacks. This form of piracy
has been encouragd by the relatively relaxed security
procedures of many small and not so small ports in the region
Attacks of this kind have been especially rife in and around
Indonesia. Of the 17 substantial incidences of piracy that were
reported in |akarta's territorial waters during the first half of
1995, for example, 16 were against ships either already in porl
or awaiting pilbt-assisted entry to dock in outer sea channels.T
The International Maritime Bureau (IMB) defines these type of
assaults as low-level armed robbery (LLAR), an opportunist
attack on a ship, mounted close to land by srnall high-speed
craft, crewed by criminal'rnaritinre muggers' normally armed
with knives. Their targets are usually cash and Portable highvalue personal items with an average theft between US$5,000
and US$15,000 in value.S
Ransacking and robbery of vessels on the high seas or in
tenitorial waters. This is a more cornmon form of piracy and
one that, if canied out in narrow sea lanes, has the potential to
seriously disrupt maritirrc navigation. This is especially true
in cases where vessels are out of control because the crew has
tack Roberts, 'Piracy in the Far East', IMIERSEC, Vol.l, No-5, October 1991, p.150.
See Teror On the High Seas', Austrelien,2l November 195.
Edward Fursdon, 'Sea-Piracy or Maritime Mugging?',INTERSEQ Vol.S, No.5, May
19i5,p.16;Stanley Weeks,-'Ilw and Order at Sea: Pacific C-ooperltign T D:liog
wittr Ftracy, Dmg!, and Illegal Immigration' in Sam Baterran and Stephen Bates
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been detained or locked up. The IMB defines these types of
assault as medium-level armed assault and robbery (MLAAR)

-

violent attacks and robbery involving serious iniury or
murder by well-organised gangs, usually heavily armed and
working from a 'mother' ship.g

c)

Hiiacking of vessels to convert them for the pu4poses of illegal
trading - the socalled 'phantom ship' phenomenon. This type
of piracy follows a typical pattern. Vessels are first seized and
their cargoes offloaded into lighters at sea (such merchandise
being either kept by the pirates themselves or sold off to
private bidders). The ships are then fraudulently re'registered
(mostly in Honduras and Panama) and issued with false
documents to enable them to take on board a fresh payload.
The new cargo is never delivered to its intended destination
but transferred to another vessel and taken to an alternate port
where its is sold to a pre-arranged buyer who more-often than
not is a willing participant in the whole venture.lO The IMB
defines these types of assault as major criminal hiiack (MCHJ)
- well resourced and planned international criminal activity,
using large gangs of highly trained _and heavily armed
opetitineJfuily prepared to use firearms.ll

The danger Posd by piracy covers a number of dimensions.
At the most basic level, it constitutes a direct threat to the lives and
welfare of the citizens of a variety of flag states. According to |ohn
Martin, Manager of the Malaysian-based Regional Pirary Centre
(RPC), most pirate attacks of today can be expected to include
casualties of one sort or another.l2 Indeed, in the first six months of
7997, the RPC had already documented a total of 2Tl violent acts that
had occurred in iust 38 assaults. These included 181 cases of hostage

9

t0

11

72

(dsl, Catmkg tlu iNatss: Iaitiatiocs fm Asb-Pacific Marititne C-oVaetion^(Strab$c
and Defence Studies Cenbe, Australian National University, Canberra, 7995), p.44.
Fursdon, 'Sea Piracy or Maritime MuggingT,p.766.
See Robert Redmond, 'Phantom ShiPs in the Far East', IN?ERSEC, Vo!!, No'5,
ana almea l9UUgy a! S1t', p.9_; ,T"1!9May 1996, pp.1@9; Pugh, 'Piracy'Piracy',
gouth Chits Moning Post,27 luly 7994;
Ve*i'els the Gtest Tactic in Asian
'Pirates Employ New Tactics in Asian Waters', Nao Straits T-imcs, 7 9eptember
L94;andTbrror on the High Seas', Aust'r,lil;n,2l November 1995.
Fursdon, 'Sea Piracy or Maritime Mugging?', p.166.
Infomration rehy& to author during interviews conducted with the Regional
Piracy C-entre, Kuala Lumpur, Aptl79/7'
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t"ki.g and intimidatiory 3 assaults, 19 iniuries and 7 deaths.13 In
general, well over

E

Wr cent of the incidents recorded worldwide

iince 1990 have involved violence, including murders. As NUMAST, a
UK trade union whidr nepresents 20,000 masters, officers and cadets,
observes:

The necessities of norrnal diplomacy should not obscure the
fact that British nationals are being threatened with extreme

violence. The present intolerable situation should be
approached by the UK Government iust as firmly as if British
tourists were being attacked whilst holidaying in a particular
country.l4

A reputation for vulnerability to piracy will also do little for
the intemational standing of a trading country and could lead to a
boycott of its port facilities. Between 1992 and 1995, fot instance, Hong
Kong gained a rePutation as a Port of 'extreme danger', with both
NUMAST and the Iapan Shipowners' Association threatening to

reduce and redirect trade until maritime security surveillance was
substantially increased. If carried out, threats of this type obviously
have the potential to seriously affect any maritime state or territory
that relies on its port facilities (in terms of income generation) to
provide world<lass, safe commercial maritime transit points (such as
ifot g Kong, Singapore, Malaysia and Indonesia).ls

Finally, acts of piracy have the potential to cause mairr
environmental and pollution damage especially if they take place in
crowded sea lanes against heavily laden peholeum tankers.to A mairr
oil slick would not only cause irreparable damage to maritime life and
13

t4
15

Reglond Piracy C-enEe, Pituy ewl Anwl Rfrbcry against Ships, latwry-lune 7*)7
Oniernadond lvlaritime Bureau (MB), Kuala Lumpur, July 197),p.7.
NUMAST Tclcgmf, Vol2$ No.7,July 1992, piracy supplemenl p.i.
See, for instance, Beckman, Grundy-Warr and Forbes, AcB q Pincy in tlu lvtnlacu
and Singaprc Stmits, p.l4; trGzuo Takita and Bob Couttig 'ASEAI{ hessured to
Act against Pirates', IJoyds ljst, VoL29, May 1992, p3; Pugh, 'Piracyand Armed
Robbery at Sea', p.ll; Brian Walters, 'Coastal Patrol Boats', Asbn Dcfene lound'
l|'lay 1993, p.55; and 'Port's Reputation Attacked by Seamen', turtth Chitu lvbrning
Posl,5November 192.
Thailan4 in partiodar, is beoming increasingly concerned by this ptospect,_givm
the growing number of heavily ladm oil tankers that are now droooing the Klong
Toel river port at Bangkol and the deepsea port of laenr Chabang as_opposed to
-(whidr is rnore expensive) to offJoad their supplies. Information
Singpore
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other off-shore resources; if left to drift, it could also cause extremely
serious long-term damage to large tracts of fertile coastal lowland.lT
The IMB's deputy director, Captain fayant Abhyankar, specifically
pointed out this danger following a7994 attack on an oil tanker in the
Straits of Malacca remarking that, had the targeted vessel collided with
another ship or run aground, the resulting environmental
consequenc€s would have been utterly 'catastrophic'.18 In a special
report on the possible ecological consequences of such an occurrence
taking place in the Phillip Channel (a significant proportion of the
ships that enter the straits of Malacca and Singapore each day are oil
tankers), the IMB concluded that any resultant oil spill:

[Wlould extend well into the Malacca Strait, eastwards to well
beyond the Horsburgh Light and, given the necessary
combination of wind and tide ... could completely surround
Singapore Island as well as the multitude of islands which
form this part of Indonesia. Quite apart from the pollution
cons€quence, there is every possibility that the seaway would
have to be temporarily closed to shipping and the fishing in
the area would be ruined for many years if not permanently.lg
The issue of piracy remains a very real threat in Southeast
Asia. Data supplied in the annual piracy reports put out by the
Malaysian-based npc record a total of 506 attacks in the region20
between 1991 and 1996, representing an average annual incident rate
of approximately 84.21 As the figures in the following table illustrate,

17

16
19

20

27

relayed to author during interviews with Vice Admiral Nitz Srisomwong Institute
of Naval Studies, Bangkok, fuly 1997.
See, for instance, Adrarya, A New Rcgional Oiler in South Eest Asia, p3E; "Terror on
the High Seas', Austmlian,2l November 1995; Desmond Ball,'Arms and Affluence:
Military Acquisitions in the Asia-Pacific Region', InterwtiotuJ *ani$, YoI.lE,
No3, Winter 79y3/1994, pp.9Gl; 'Piracy Incidents Down in 1994 Globally',
Shippkg Tinus, 75 February 1995; and Roberts, 'Piracy in the Far East'.
See 'Pirate Hit Puts Focts on Stsait', Nezr Straits Tines,2 February 1994 and'Pftate
Attack hompts IMB to Focus on SEaits', Busituss Tittus,2 February 1994.
lnternational Maritime Bureau (lMB), Spcbl Reprt: Piacy (MB, London, 192),
pp.10-11.

Irshould be noted that the RIrC's categorisation of Southeast Asia includes only
Indonesia, Thailand Malaysia, the Philippines, the Malacca Strait, Cambodia,
Burma and the Singapore Strait. To be consistent with the regional designation as
adopted by this paper, therefore, incidmts reported from Hong Kong $9 Hong
Kong-Luzon-Hainan area and the South China Sea (categorised by the RPC as the
Far East) have also necessarily been induded in the Southeast Asian total.
Regional Piracy Cenhe, Pirecy Anntal Rcports 1992-1996.
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these assaults have been of sufficient quantity to consistently designate
Southeast Asia as the rnost 'pirate-prone' region of the world since
199r.

Table 2.1: Reported Piracy Incidents in Southeast Asia

Numberof

Year

Reported Attacks
1991

102

1992
1993

69

tw

1995

1996
1997 Oan-Jun)

Source: IMB Regional

Percentage

of

Global Total
95
65

75

73

62
99
99
38

69
58
57
48

Piracy C-enhe, Kuala Lumpur

The problem of piracy in Southeast Asian waters is
undoubtedly far more serious than the above figures suggest.
According to Eric Ellen, executive director of the International
Chamber of C-ommerce's Commercial Crime Division and director of
the IM4 only incidents which occur on the high seas are registered
with the Rrc, with perhaps less than half of these attacks actually
reported in the first place. Ellen maintains that most shipping
companies are r€luctant to report piracy attacks, because of the delays

that subsequent investigations will necessarily entail (it costs an

average of US$25,000 a day to keep a merchant vessel operational) as
well as the fear that it will merely serve to increase insurance
premiums.22 Accrording to the RPC's ciirief, John Martiru in many cases
it is actually written into shipping associations' manuals of procedures

that attacks on ships should specifically not be reported to any law-

22

Infornration relayed to author by Eric Ellm during intervienrs onducted at MB
headquarters, london, lanuary 1997. See also 'Piracy Beomes World Threaf,
Sunby Tcbgruph,Z5 May 797;'Wacy Reports Seen as a Waste of Time', Sottlr
airc tubning P or,t, 12 May 793.
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enforcement or information-gathering body, official or not.8 In 1993
Ellen asserts that at least 143 attacks of piracy that took place in
Philippine waters (and which resulted in the loss of at least 30 lives)
were never recorded with the RPC in Kuala Lumpur, while Martin
alleges that as many as a third of the shipping companies in Singapore
have a de facto policy of only yioately conceding to aftacks against
vessels registered in their name.24

The specific geographic distribution

of piracy

attacks in

Southeast Asia has shown some interesting changes over the past few

years. Between 1990 and 1992 the IMB identified the waters between
the Malacca and Singapore straits as the most dangerous for piracy

attacks on both regional and international vessels. This East-West
seaway is crowded with conventional c.rgo vessels, container ships
and tankers, with the Malacca Shait in particular often credited with
being the busiest waterway in the world (estimates of daily traffic
passing through the strait varying between a low of 150 vessels to a
high of 900 ships a day).2s Moreover, the seaway is subject to the
formation of spontaneous sand banks and rain squalls; is beset by
numerous shallow points and wrecks; and at its narrowest point is
only 1.3 km wide.25 These factors necessarily force ships to reduce
speed, sometimes to less than ten knots, to ensure safe passage making the many vessels that travel these waters extremely vulnerable
to attacks by pirates (most of whom use small, easily manoeuwable
craft that are capable of speeds up to 18 knots).27 Between 1991 and
1992, assaults in the vicinity of the Malacca and Singapore straits
(including incidents reported off Bintan Island iust to the south of the
23

24
25

Information relayed to author during interviews conducted at the Regional Piracy
Cmhe, Knala Lumpur, Agn 1997.
Inforsration relayed to author during interviews conducted at IMB headquarters,
london, fanuary 1997 and the Regional Piracy Cenhe, Kuala Lumpur, Apnl7997.
See, for instance, Acharya, A New Regbnal Oriler k fuutheast Asb, p37; Weeks,

Becknran, Grundy-Warr and Forbe, Acts of Piracy in
antl Singapue Straits, pp.lTl4; 'High Level Attention for Piracy

'[aw and Order at fu',p.AS;

tlu

lvbleeca

Menace', Stnits Shipperc, 28 December-l0 January '1992; and'MISC Ship among
Four Attacked by Pirates', Nazr Straits Times, 13 May 1'992.
G. Naidn, The Shait of Malacca and the Straits Statres: A Malaysian Perspective,
paper delivered before the International Conference on the Shait of Malacca:
Meeting the Chdlmges of the 21st Century, Kuala Lumpur, 1415 lune 1994,
pp.11-12.

Adrarya, A Neat kgiotul Oilcr in Southeast Asie, pp.374; Bed<man, GrundyWarr and Forbes, Acts of Piracy in tlu Malacca anil Singapre Streits, p.14; and M.
Vatikiotis, 'Raiders of Riau', Far Eastern Eanmic Rmieut,2luly 192.
SEe
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Singapore Suait) acrounted for roughly half of all piracy attacks that
took place in Southeast Asia for the two years.2E
Between 1993 and 1995, however, there was a significant shift

in the focus of piracy in Southeast Asia, away from the Malacca and
Singapore straits to three distinct regions: the South China Sea; the
teritorial waters around Hong Kong and Macau; and an extended
zone bounded by Hong Kong, Luzon (the Philippines) and Hainan
Island (China) - the so<alled'HLH tenor triangle'. Between 1993 and
19%, a total of 122 separate attacks were recorded in these three areas,
representingsl.T per cent of all assaults that took place in Southeast
Asia during this perio6.ze

A variety of reasons have been put forward to explain this
shift in regional focus. According to Ellen and Gavin Greenwood,
senior Asian analyst for the highly respected London-based Control
Risks Group, the change was largely a function of two factors (to be
dirussed in more detail below):

'

Chinese complicity in officially sanctioned piracyl'antismuggling'rings as a way of forcibly asserting its sovereignty
over the South China

'

28

Sea;

and

the initiation of effective littoral anti-piracy patrols in the
Malacca and Singapore straits - itself a product of increased
pressure on Indoneia by Malaysia and Singapore
(responding, themselves, to concern being expressed by

Grundy-Warr and Forbes, Acts of Pirecy in tlu Melrcca el.nl Singarye
Srnils, pp.l914; Regional Piracy Centre, Pirecy Anaual Rtprt 1992 (IMB, Kuala
Lumptrr, 1993), p.4; and Regional Piracy Centre, Phrcy Annul Repil 1996 (WIB,
Kuala Lumpur, 1997),p3.

See Bedruran,

Regional Piracy Cenhe, Pbecy Anruel Relozzt 1996, p.2. See also 'Piracy Hotspot

Shifts to Triangle of China, Philippines and HK', ShipVing Tirrns,2s May 1993;
'Piracy Still a Threat Despite Fewer Attacks in the Region', Business Tittus,3
February 194; ?iracy Increase in Far East', Stnits Shipry,2*{ lantary 1994;
'South China Sea Piracy at Record Levels: Bimco', Nclt Stnits Tittu, 26 Noveurber
193; 5. China S€a Haven for World Piracy: U\f, Stn its Tirrlcs., 13 March 194;
'HK-Luzon-Hainan Triangle Still Prone to Pirate Attacks; Busitrcss Titrcs,78 May
195; ?iracy on the Rise in HK-Luzon-Hainan Area', Ncto Stru,its Tirrus, XL May
1995; 'Upsurge in Piracy Attacks', gr@i"g Tina, E February 193; and 'Piracy
Takes a Dip but Shippets Warned of a Resurgence', Nant Stmits Tittus,3l May
1993.
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international shipping lines) to play a more concerted role in
controlling piracy in this particular region.s

A slightly different interpretation is offered by |ohn Martin.
Whilst acknowledging the importance of the pint Indonesian,
Singaporean and Malaysian anti-piracy initiatives in reducing attacks
in the Malacca Strait, he specifically rejects the argument that the
emergenae of piraqy in the South China Sea/Hong Kong/HLH regions
was the result of a deliberate policy of Chinese state'sanctioned piracy.
Martin asserts that China, as a maritime trading state, would simply
have had nothing to gain by engaging in actions of this sort - adding,
further, that there is, as yet, no incontrovertible proof to support the
'Chinese conspiracy' thmry (at best, he maintains the evidence is

circumstantid). Martin does concede that it is apparent corupt
elements of the southern Chinese bureaucracy have become
increasingly active and difficult to control in recent years - arguing that
it is this (rather than a deliberate policy on the part of the Beijing
government) which accounts for the surge in piracy in the South China
Sea/Hong Kong/HLH areas between 1993 and 195.31
Since 1995, however, there has been a dramatic drop in the
number of incidents reported in these three regions, with the RPC's
database recording only 10 attacks during 7996.32 Reasons for the
decline again vary. The IMB and RPC maintain that is simply due to a
lack of reporting from the ports in China, Hong Kong and Macau. In
contrast, the Control Risks Group believes it has more to do with a
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Infomration relayed to author during interviews conducted with the C-ontrol Risks
Group and MB, [,ondon, January 1997.* also Weeks,'Law and Order at Sea',
p.46; Beckrran, Grtrndy-Warr and Forbe, ',{c ts of Pimcy in thz lvhlacca enil Singapre
Streits, pp.ll20; 'Unfurl the Skull and Crossbone?', Forcign REWL, ll [uly 1995;
'Reported Piracy lncidents in Straib of Malacca Decline', Nalr Sbaits Times,24
September 1993;'Pirate Attacks Drop in Southeast Asia', Br,ngleo* Posl, 3 February
193; Malacca Straib not as Dangerous as Imagined fo Bre', Shipping Times, 3
February 1993; 'Piracy Attacks Decrease in South East Asia, Says Report', Daily
Comnaciel Nrws,7 December 1992;'32% Drop in S.E. Asia Pirate Attacks', Cnrgo
Nczrs, 1 March 1993; and'Piracy in Straits Dedines as Authorities Step up Pahols',
Busiacss Tines,4 ftober 1993.
lnformation relayed to author during interviews conducted at the Regional Piracy
Centre, Kuala Lumpur, Aprn1,99. Similar views with respect to the lack of enhal
control by Beijing over its southern provinces were expreesed by Vice Admiral
Nitz Srisomwong and Chief of Staff Chart Navaichit during interviews conducted
at the Institute of Advanced Naval Shrdies, Bangkok, July 1997.
Regional Piracy Cmhe, Phacy Annual Report 1996,p.2.
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conscious decision on the part of decision makers in Beiiing, who now
believe they are able to underscore their sovereignty dernands over the
South China Sea without the use of force.s

According to the statistics, the seas off Indonesia are curren0y
the most'pirate prone' in Southeast Asia, especially around Surabaya,
Gresrk, Jakarta, Belawan and the Gelasa Strait. In the first six months
of 1997, 18 attacks were recorded in Indonesian territorial watels,
representing 47 per cent of the regional tally registered for the period.
Although most of these incidents simply involved thieves creeping

aboard at night, a significant number consisted of more serious
assaults including armed boardings, hostage taking, and physical
attacks launched against crnew members.il

In terms of type of assault, one of the most disturbing trends
that has emerged in Southeast Asia in recent years is the increase in
MCFU/phantom ship attacks. The IMB estimates that, on the basis of
curent trends, this form of piracy could soon create economic
problems comparable with those caused by the Italian mafia. Already
the practice is believed to be costing in excess of US$200 million per
year in stolen cargoes. These assaults are also becoming increasingly
violent in nature, with the heavily armed perpetrators showing little
compunction in using lethal force if challenged by a captured ship's
crew.3s As Fursdon observes: 'Today, the traditiond happy "pirate

A
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Inforuration relayed to author during interviews conducted with the C-onhol Risks
Group, london, January 7997. * also C-ontrol Risks Group, Blsiruss Security
Ail@k 7995 (Conbol Risks Group, london, 19%), p.88.
Regional Piracy C-enhe, Piracy ord Amzd Robbry agehst $rips, larumy-lutu 7997,
pp3,9-12. See also Regiond Piracy C-enue, Piracy Annwl Pepft 79%, p.4; 'Piracy
Becomes World Threat', Suruley Telegmph, E May 1997; 'Evty 48 Hours ... Piracy
and Faud holiferab', Feryby,Z?Janrrlyl.9E7;'Pvacy hospers in Indonesia and
Branl',Ttzilc Wituls,37 January 1997;arrd. 'In Asian Waters, Sea PiraEs Esdtew Eye
Patdres, Steal Ships via lnternet', drristbn *iaw lvbtritor,lSMay 19%,
Redmond 'Phantom Ships in the Far East', p.158; 'The Virtual Immunity Enjoyed
by Phates', Uaydk $ripping Ea ,aonist, Novesrber 7996, pp.67;'Shipowners Deny
Piracy is a hoblem', &nnwrciel Criru International,Yol.l4 No.8, Ianvry 7997, p.l;
'Unfurl the Skull-and{rossbone?', Foreign Rcrort, 77 July 7996, pp.1-2; and 'Every
tlE Hours ... Piracy and Fraud Proliferate', FahVIay,23 fanuary 1997.* also'Case
of the Disappearing Cargo', ShiWkS Tines, l0 AWn 797;'ln Asian Waters, Sea
Pirates Esd€w Eye Patdres, Steal Ships via Intemet', Christio, Scictrct lvbnitor, 13
June 19{i; 'Phantom Vegsels the latest Tactic in Asian Piracy', SoutJl Chitu lvtorning
Post,2l luly 194;'hobe into Stolen Ship Racket L,eads to HK Firm', 9onh Ciint
ItbningPor,t,25luly 194;'Two-Day Talks on "Phantom" Ships and Piracy', Neut
Stmits Titttrs,, 10 fuly 194; 'Pirates Employ New Tactics in Asian Waters', Nezr
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party" image belies a vicious reality of sea piracy and armed aftack
involving not only robbery but also hiirck and murder'.s

...

One factor that has contributed to the growth of such largescale piracy in Southeast Asia is a ready supply of high{ech
munitions. Since the end of the Cold War, there has been a quantum
leap in the violence pobntial threshold of pirates and other substate
insurgents, who are now able to take advantage of a huge array of
sophisticated weapon{y left over from wars in Afghanistan and
Cambodia as well as from the former Red Army - much of it available
at bargain basement' prices.37 These armarnents are truly extensive
and can be expected to include anything from pistols, machineguns
and explosive devices to heavy<alibre rifles, Strella surface'to-air
missiles, anti-ship mines and ordinance, hand-held mortars and
rocket-propelled grenades.s The increased availability of munitions
such as these has been reflected in pirate assaults that are both more
sophisticated and rnore lethd than was previously the case. Gone are
the days of sporadic (and largely ineffectual) incidents involving petrol
bombs and Molotov cocktails. Today, attacks can be expected to
involve extensive and highly destructive armouries with the potential
to demobilise and cripple the very largest ocean-going vessels.39
State sponsorship and support has also been widely hailed as a
contributing factor. A variety of maritime bodies have long asseltd
that certain gangs in Southeast Asia are operating with official backing
and/or training and that it is this that accounts for the quasi-military

%
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Streits Tinus, 1 September 1994; and 'Tracking Down the "Phantom Ship"', Nezr
SFsits Tirncs, 77 October 1994.
Fursdon, 'Sea Piracy - Or Maritime Mugglng?', p.766..

Inforrration relayed to author by Eric Ellen during intervierys onducted at IMB
headquarters, london, January 199.
See, for instance, foutsen, Organised

Crine in Eastern Europe', p.15; What Are

We Bupng Weapons lor?', I(on*rlrrl'sktb, 6 Noverrber 1990;

Dikshit,

Technology: Fillip To Terrorism and Light Arnrs Proliferation'; and Ashok Krisna,
'low Intmsity C-onflict: Future Trends', Stret gic Atulysb, Vol.19, No.4 July 796,

pp.643{.
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Attacks lncrease on Asian *'as', $ripVing Tittus, SO November 193; 'Pirates Now
Have More Firepower', Ncro Stmits Thnes, 76 fanuary 193; 'IMB Says Pir-ates
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and 'professional' style of contemporary piracy. Most allegations of
this sort are directed against China, in the belief that Beiiing is
involved in sonre sort of deliberate exercise of extraterritorial
sover€ignty through a de facto exertion of expansive maritime claims
in the South China Sea. Such accusations are based on the belief that
China is seeking to fill the post{old War vacuum left by less frequent
Russian and US naval rnovernents in the region and have been backed
up by nurnerrous reports of PRC officials firing on and seizing ships far
from the Chinese rnainland.0
Beiiing has vigorously protested against these allegations,
attempting b distance itself from the charge of statesponsored Piracy
on two counts. First, that the Chinese navy has a legitimate right to
seize any ship sailing in local or 'contiguous' waters of the South China
Sea if it is suspected of being involved in smuggling operations.
Second, if illegitimate boardings have occurred, they have been carried
out by rogue law enforcement units - the actions of which cannot be
confused with the policies of the central Chinese governrnent.4l
The question of official Chinese complicity in piracy remains a
contentious issue. While the International Maritime Organisation
(IMO), IMB and the vast maiority of shipping associations which
operate in Southeast Asia are convinced of direct involvement by the
Beiii"g government, others such as the RPC's |ohn Martiry the Thai
lnstitute of Advanced Naval Studies and the Malaysian Institute of
Maritirne Affairs (MIMA) remain more circumspect. However, the
1994 publication of a confidential position paper on piracy in the South
for instane, Weeks, '[aw and Order at Sea', p.51; 'Unfurl the Skull-andCrcsbones?', Forcign Rcprt,ll July 196, p.2; Pugh, 'Piracy and Amed Robbery
at Sea', p.9; 'Pirates Find Haven in Small Chinese Port',IntaTutiortol HaaldTrfuurc,
2l April 192 'Chinese Blamed for Pirate Attack', Nan Stnits Tizcs, 11 Mardr
194;'China Making Pirate Attacks, Says Maritime Bureau', Brcinas Tirnes,70
Mardr 199; 'China Accrrsed of Piracy', Lloyds List,1l March 199f Talks in Hong
Kong Rrt hessure on China to Rein in lts Mav€ricl Maritime Officials', Sot th
Chitu bbning Post, 12 Mardr 1994; 'China Sanctioning Pirate Attacks, Claims
Bureau', Nant Streits Tittus, l0 Mardr 1994; World Body: Chhese Piracy "GovtL,rpired-, tungkok Post, 12 January 1994; and 'Official Pirates hrt Shippers on
Guard', Sozth CJritu Mrnkg Post,77 Apiil193.
Se, fot examplq 'Piracy Becomes World Threat', Sundry Telegruph,25May 797;
'Peking to Take Steps to Curb Piracy A*', knglok Post,77 Mardt 194; 'China
Denies Attacking Ships in South China *a', $ipping Tittrrr., 78 Mardr 194; 'China
E:<plains ?irate Attacks^ , Uoyds List, 18 Mardr 1994; 'China to Impce Strict Guide
See,
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China Sea does seem to suggest that there has been at least some
official Chinese complicity in the past. The report, which was first
prepared by the Hong Kong governnent in 193 but only released a
year later,4 details dear official Chinese involvement in over half the
instances of piracy that took place on the South China Sea between
September 1992 and May 1993 - identifying customs, naval and police
officers right down to serial numbers of patrol vesseb.43
Indonesian complicity has also been alleged. Members of the
international shipping community have periodically asserted that
pirates operating around the Riau Archipelago south of Singapore, and
more generally throughout the Java Sea, are either actual members of
the Indonesian armed forces or at least benefit from close links with
Indonesian military and customs units - allowing gangs not only to
seize cargo ships rapidly but also to disperse quickly and transfer their

payloads. Most allegations of this kind are based on eyewitness
acrounts given before the RPC by ships' masters, who describe
individuals in pirate parties as typically able to speak good English,
with crew cuts and wearing military fatigues and/or boots.4 In one
notable testimony, a master reported that within minutes of his foiling
an attack on his vessel by eight 'professional-looking' men: 'a fast
Indonesian gun boat went past our ship towards the pirates. It is my
opinion - and that of our Singapore agents - that these two groups
work together'.4s
to Help Quell Piracy Attacks', Daily Conmercial Neus, 22 March 794; and.
"Attacls" on Ships bwful, Says China', fuuth Chitu lvbrning Post,18 March 1994.
It has been widely speculated that the delicate situation in Hong Kong in

preparation for the Chinese takeover n 1997, and the related desire of the UK
government not to unduly antagonise Beijing was behind the initial pre$sure to
withdraw the paper.
See'HK Daily Reports Chinese Officials |oined in Piracy', Natiotul,lS Mardr 1994;
'Hong Kong C,ovt Accuses Chinese Officials of Piracy', Neut StreitsTinus,TT March
194; 'HK Exposes China Piracy', $uth Airu Morning Post, 16 Mardr 1994; 'China
Accused of Piracy', Lloyds List, 1l March 1994; 'HK Report on Piracy Toned Down',
Sottth China Morning Post,Z7 May 7993; and 'Withdrawing Piracy Report "Not
Political-, fuuth China Moming Post,7 Juf y 1993.
Vagg, 'Rough Seas? C-ontemporary Piracy in Southeast Asia', p.76. See also 'China
Accused of Piracy', Uoytls List,11 March 1994;'China Making Pirate Attacks, Says
Maritime Bureau', Busituss Tinus, 10 March 1994; 'The Indonesian Connection',
had. Winil,31 July 1992; arrd'Donors Urged in Setting up Piracy Crntre', Sozt&
China Ivbnrkg Post,Elu.ly 792.
S€e Ntlllt{Sf Tclcgraph, Vol.25, No.Z luly 1992, piracy supplemmt, p.iii; and'Do
What I Tell You or I WiU Kill Yot', Guardian, 2 October 1992. S€e also Michael
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In seeking to rationalise possible Indonesian complicity in
piracy, fon Vagg argues it may have much to do with the armed forces

seeking

to

supplement

low incomes through involvement in, or

protection of, extra-legal business' opportunities:
[E]conomic development [has] ... meant that prices rose and
incones fell from 1989/90 on. This could have provided an
incentive for piracy for civilian and basic-grade military
personnel alike, and the rise of piracy that took pLace from
early 1990 on. In addition, in as much as the armed forces hold
a substantial degree of [power], it is possible that they
condoned, assisted and 'taxed' non-military pirates iust as they
would many other illegal enterprises.6

Not surprisingly, Indonesian officials 0ike their Chinese
counterparts) have vigorously denied any official involvement in
piracy in their waters. However the fact that the maiority of attacks
that have taken place in the Malacca and Singapore straits have
ocrurred in Indonesian rather than Malaysian or Singaporean waters
does seem to provide evidence of pirates being aware of and
respecting international boundaries; it has been speculated that such
sensitivity is related to the risk of political fallout should the
Indonesian military be found in other countries' iurisdictions.
Mor@ver, it has been argued that the sudden decline of pirate attacks
in mid-1992, after the Indonesian authorities ordered a crackdown (see
above), renders plausible a scenario in which official complicity iry or
tolerance of, piracy was suddenly curtailed.4T

in the
framework
that
region is the fact that the present international legal
has been initiated to deal with piracy does not fully address the
problem as it has manifested itself in Southeast Asia. The UN
Convention on the law of the Sea (UNCLOS), which inherited Article
15 of the 1958 Geneva Convention on the High Seas, for instance,
defines piracy as an act (or acts) that in some way endangers the safe

A

M
47

further issue compounding the overall problem

Riclrardsoru 'Crackdown on Piracy', Tlu Asia-Pacific Defauc Reprtcr, Octob€rNoverrber 19P2,p.4.
Vagg'Rough Seas? Conteurporary Piracy in Southeast Asia',PP.7G7.
ihid- nrcs€ observations were endorsed by both Eric Ellen of the IMB and Gavin
Greenwood of the C-ontrol Risks Group during interviews with the author in
londoru lanuary 1997.
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navigation of a ship on the high seas. Most acts of piracy that occur in
Southeast Asia, however, take place in territorial waters and are, thus,
not specifically covered by the convention or its stipulations.A Indeed,
it is estimated that 80 per cent of the attacks that occur in Southeast
Asia are dismissed as corrunon 'raiding' simply because they take place
in the archipelagic waters or Exclusive Economic Zones (EMs) of
particular states.49
The whole issue of maritime iurisdiction is certainly something
has
that
worked to the advantage of pirates operating in Southeast
Asia, especially with respect to the constraints it has placed on the
right of hot pursuit. Municipal law enforcement, which gives a coastd
state the right to stop a ship in violation of its laws and, if necessary,
pursue it onto the high seas, is a privilege that ceases the moment a
suspect vessel enters another sovereign sea - unless legitimised by a
specific legal agreement.s Given the sensitivities in Southeast Asia
regarding maritime iurisdiction and sovereignty, there has, thus far,
been a conspicuous absence of such arr€rngements between the region's
coastal states. On a number of instances, pirates have used this legal
gap to their advantage, deliberately fleeing to territorial and
archipelagic waters (or areas of contested jurisdiction), where it is
more risky for naval vessels to operate unilaterally.sl

A case reported in May 1992 clearly illustrates the type of
difficulties that can arise in this regard. A stolen trawler which had
been preying on other vessels around Sabah was being pursued by the
Royal Malaysian Police Marines. However, the Malaysians were forced
to call off the chase when the suspect vessel entered Philippine waters.
No agreement of posse comitatus had been signed between Manila and

Kuala Lumpur (largely due to tension arising from the ongoing
dispute over Sabah) - something which clearly worked to the
4E

49
50
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advantage of the fleeing traryler (although
aground in Philippine waters).52

it did subsequently

run

A final factor that is working to enhance the danger of piracy
in Southeast Asia has to do with the difficulty of Patrolling and
monitoring the south china sea, the locus of many of the attacks that
are currently occurring in the region. This body of watrer covers some
240 kilometres by 1800 kilornetres at its widest point and is bounded
by thousands of miles of coastline, much of which is tree-lined and,
thereby, conducive to covert movement. I-and-based radar coverage of
so large an area is impossible, while mounting regular aerial patrols
*o.rld-be prohibitively expensive.S3 Much, thus, depends on the naval
nesources of the region's coastal states - but here, too, problems exist.
Thailand currently has only 50 coastal patrol/combatant craft,
Irrdonesia 57, the Philippines 54, Malaysia 37, and Singapore 19 with
which to cover their respective territorial waters.il Moreover, as |ack
Roberts observes, .rs a general rule of thumb no more than a third of
these craft can be on stltion at any one time.$ While most maritime
Southeast Asian states are moving to increase and modernise their
naval capabilities, attention is being focused on building up numbers
of large patrol craft such as frigates, anti-submarine warfare corveftes
and riisiite-equipped surface combatants.s Such craft will have little,
if any, relevance for anti-piracy -o3erations, most of which tend to take
place in shallow inshore waters.5/
Modernday piracy has emerged as a multifaceted, complex regional
security threat in Southeast Asi+ involving highly organised, wellarmed gangs that often have little compunction in using violence in
pursuit of their objectives. Attacks not only have significant
implications for the safety of shipping in one of the most important
maritime corridors in the world, they also have the potential to trigger
mairr environmental disasters. All present indications suggest that the
52
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The International Institute for Strategic Studies (IISS), Thc Milibry tuhacc 7996197
(Oxford University Press for IIS5, London, 1996), pp.77L207.
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level of piracy in Southeast Asia - already the most severely affected
region in the world - will continue to grow, its incidence and lethality
being fuelled by both a proliferation of sophisticated weaponry as well
as what amounb to effective state sponsorship of proxy sub-state
actors.

CHAPTER 3

NARCOTICS PRODUCTION AND
TRAFFICKING IN SOUTHEAST ASIA
Opium has been in Asia for a long tinre, first being introduced
to India and China by Arab traders around the seventh century. After
the British arived in India, the production and export of opium was
encouraged as a means to generate government revenue and it soon
came to dominab lndo{hinese trade.l As the Indian shipments
increased so did the number of Chinese addicts. Concerned by the
effects that the drug was having (which many in China saw as a
desecration of the body and a violation of Confucian philosophy), the
Ching dy^asg rulers moved to ban opium, seizing and destroying
shipments as well as arresting British traders. Growing Sino-British
fmstrations culminated in two full-scale wars, first in 1839 and then
again in 1856 (dubbed the'opium wars'). Following the second of the
two conflicts, in which the British were overwhelmingly victorious, the
defeated Chinese were forced to sign a trade agreement that ushered
in a period of almost 50 years in which the cultivation and import of
opium was legalised.
By 1880 British rrcrdrants were selling 5J00 tonnes of opium a
year to China, helping to cneate a nation of 100 million opium smokers
(15 million of whom were addicts) and single'handedly making the
narcotic the world's largest cash commodity in the process.2 Chinese
demand soon outstripped supply contributing, in turn, to a heightened
need for indigenous production; by 1990 dorrestic growers werte
generating an annual opium yield of 2OOOO tonnes to help feed the
country's growing habit. Virtually all of this cultivation took place in
the southern provinces of Sichuan, Yunnan and Guangxi and it was
migratory hill tribes from these regions that subsequently introduced

1

2

A. Boucaud and L Boucau4 Bunts's &lilen Trbnglz (Asia 2m0, Bangkok, 1988),
p22.
G€rald L. Pcner, Weilorils of Crhne: Chitusc iecftt fubtir;s - Tlu Ncut Mnfu
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the seminiferous poppy to the Golden Triangle region3 in the late
nineEenth and early twentieth centuries.4

During the first half of the twentieth century there was no
large+cale production of opium in the C'olden Triangle. Following the
Second World War, however, cultivation rapidly increased,largely for
two r€asons. The first was the decision by French and American
intelligence to actively build up the region's narcotics business, with
both the Service de Documentation Extdrieur et de Contre'Espionnage
(SDECE) and Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) developing
sophisticated distribution networla in Burma, Thailand, and laos to
help bankroll their costly wars in Indochina. The second was the
'policy of cooption' adopted by the Burmese goverrunent from the
mid-1960s onwards which sought to engage the support of the

country's incleasingly powerful drug barons (who had emerged
thanks to Frendr and, particularly, US backing) by promising noninterference in their narcotics-related activities.s By the 1980s these two
factors had helped to transform the Golden Triangle into a mapr
heroin producing and smuggling centre, the magnitude of which has
literally exploded in the 1990s thanks to the GAP<onducive reality of
the current Southeast Asian regional security context.

In 19% the Golden Triangle countries collectively cultivated
approximately 190520 hectares of opium Wppy, generating a

potential yield of 279O mrefrc tons of opium gum. This r€Presents an
eight per cent increase in estimated cultivation and a nine per cent
incrcase in production over the 176,745 hectares and2,564 metric tons
recorded in 1995. In global terms, the Golden Triangle presently
acrounts for approximately 55 per cent of all known illicit opium

The 'Goldm Triangle' is the name Fven to an area covering 225,ffi square
kilouretes and mompassing the Shan hills of eastern Buma, the mountain crests
4
5

of northern Thailand and the high plateau of northern
Boucaud and Boucavd, Burttlr's e.ddcn Triangb, p 23.
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for instance, William Overholt, 'Dateline Drug Wars: Burrra - The Wrong
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Rmlt. Opium enil hlrntrgarcy sincc 7!AE (WesMew Press, Boulder CO, f994), dts E
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De:btc, Vol2, No.l, February/Mardr 1995, pp.24; Bertil Linher, 'Ethnic
Insurgenb and Narcotics', BunuDehtc,Yol2, No.l, February/Mardt 199$ pp.1921; and Pcner, Werbnk $ Crhu, chs 5 and 5.
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production, fuelling an underground industry which is now thought
to be worth at least US$160 billion.5
The main producer counFy in the Golden Triangle is Burma,
curently accounting for approximately 91 per cent of all the heroin
that is refined in the region.T According to the US State Department,
the area under poppy cultivation in Burma increased from 92,300
hectares in\987, through 142,7W hectares in 1989 and 154,000 hectares
in 195, to 163,100 hectares in 1995. The potential heroin output from
this crop soarcd from 54 metric tons in 1987 to 256 metric tons in 1995,
making narcotics the countql's number one growth industry.8
According to a report issued in ]une 1996 by the US Embassy in
Rangoon, the exports of opiates alone from Burma now 'appear to be
worth as much as all legal exports', or US$922 million at the official
exchange rate;g in 1995 commodity export earnings for Burma
amounted to only US$795 million.l0

The principal heroin warlord in Burma for many years was
Chang Chifu, more corunonly known as Khun Sa. During the 1960s,
1970s and 1980s he developed an increasingly powerful opium-heroin
'empire', thanks largely to the facilitatory decisions and actions of the
Rangoon government and the CIA. By the 1980s, over 50 per cent of
the heroin that was produced in the country was refined by Khun Sa
(the remainder being largely accounted for by Chifu's main rival, [.o
S€e US $ate Department, Inbrtutbnal Narcotics Crlntol Strebgy Rryil 1996
(Bureau for International Narcotics and Enforcemmt Affairs, Washington DC,
797), p30; US State Department, Interaatbnal Neratics Control Strategy Report
1995 (Bureau for International Narcotics and Enforcemmt Affairs, Washington
DQ Mardr 7996), p.9; UK Foreign and C-ommonwealth Office, Social and Cultural

Background Bief, Trarils in Intanational Drug Traffickilrt8 Gritish lnforrnation
Mardt 1995), p.2; and 'Drugs "Subvert Politics in Asia"', Tizes
rulQ, 16 December 1994. In gmeral heroin is thought to acrount for US$20
billion of the global drugs bade, Gocaine is thought to produce at least US$150
billion in revenue with 'softer' narcotics such as cannabis and marUuana bringrng
in around US$10 billion.
Services, Ottawa,
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See also United States Cgreral Accounting Office (GAO), 'Drug Conkol: US
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Vol3, No2, Mardr-April 1996,p.24.
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Hsin Haru who also benefited from Burmese and US backing), who
used the extensive profits to finance his own private militia (the 15,000
strong Mong Tai A,nny or MTA) as well as a thriving-shan'caPital' in
Ho Mong.li h rgg0 Khun Sa was indicted by a US granq iury for
importin[ over 1,000 kilograms of heroin into the country during 119
19ros anl 1980s. Washington is cunently offering a reward of US$2
million for inforrnation leading to his arrest, extradition and
conviction.12

In fanuary 1995 Khun Sa was reported to have surrendered to
the Burrna governrnent, the SAte Law and Order Restoration Council
(SIORO, riising hopes that a key player in the Golden Triangle's
heroin noflrs ua ueen 'neutralised'.13 However the surrender is
unlikely to have any discernible effect on heroin movements out of
Burma for two main reasons. First, it now aPpears that, far more
g"i"g himself up Khun sa has actually struck a deal with the sloRc
Khun.Sa has
ir"O. According to Western observers in Rangoon, condition
that
igreed to end ttre tr,tong Tai separatist war only ol the
hl be allowed to remain in charge of his cunent drug operation and
trafficking routes.l4 second, Khun sa no longer dominates the-heroin
trade in fire couen Triarqgle in the way that he previously did. since
1989 he has pnrgressively lost ground to a new generation of more
influential and better connected traffickers located in the Kokang area
of northern shan state on the Burma-southern chinese frontier.
According b the US Drug Enforcement Agency @EA). the-Golden
Triangle'Jopium trade is now increasingly being run by Chao Nyi lai,
11
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14
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who heads the United Wa Army and works in coniunction with the
Wei brothers, two traffickers who 'supervise' smuggling routes along
the Burmese'Thai border, opposite Fang.rs Certainly there is, as yet, no
sign of Khun Sa's surrender leading to any reduction in the supply of
heroin from the Golden Triangle.Indeed, intelligence data gathered by
the US State Department suggests that opium productiory far from
falling, is in fact rising. According to the Departnent's Bureau for
International Narcotics and Enforcement Affairs' annual opium
survet the 1995 harvest yielded nine per cent more than was
produced in 1995.16
Most of the heroin that is produced in the Golden Triangle is
smuggled across the Burmese-Thai border, transported to Bangkok,
Malaysia or Singapore, and trafficked from there to the West in
shipping containers or on board commercial and passenger flights. A
secondary route makes use of laos as a transit point for shipments
bound for C-ambodia and Vietram. The Cambodian heroin is exported
to international markets either in shipping containers from the
southwestern port of Koh Kong or by human couriers (from as far
afield as Nigeria) from Phnom Penh's Pochentong international
airport. Most of the Vietnamese heroin is bafficked north through the
southern Chinese provinces of Yunnan and Guangxi to Guandong and
then taken either overland or by boat to neighbouring Hong Kong and
Macau, where local triad gangs operate sophisticated transit routes to
a variety of points in North America, western Europe and Australia.
Following the collapse of the USSR, considerable use is now also being
made of a third route: overland via the'Golden Crescent'l7 and central
15

Other prominent players indude Lin Mingxian and Zhang Zhiming two former
Red Guards who now lead the National Democratic Alliance in easterrr Shan State
and conhol several refineries that produce heroin base whidr is hafficked to Laos,
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Asian states of uzbekistan, Tadiikistan and Turkmenistan to Moscow
and from there to eastern, cenual and western Europe.l8
In 1987 under 20 per cent of the heroin seized in the united
States came fiom the Golden Triangle (most of the other 80 per cent
coming from Mafia and corsican gangs-in Europe). T4"y the Golden
Triangie acrounts for 88 per cent, reflecting 1 mrysiv9 increase in
s,tppiy from the region (especially gven that only a tiny fraction of the
toLi 6utput is actually iniercepfed, estirnated at iust 9ne Pel cent in
1990). Uy ttre end of i993, heroin had overtaken cocaine as the main
non-alcoholic drug of abuse in three maior metropolitan aleas. In
Australia, a country with 30,000 addicts (roughly ttre ry9 proportion
of addicts to the total population as in the united states), 80 Per cent of
all henoin comes from tne Golden Triangle, while Taiwanese seizures
of heroin, imported primarily from Burma, surg{ ft2m22 ki-lograms
in 1990, to in excesi of 790 kilograms in 1993.19 This explosion in
production has led many governments- to regard heroin trafficking
hom rnainland Southeasf asia as one of the most significant national
security issues that needs to be addressed in the post{oldwar era.
This ii true with respect to both the developed crountries of western
Europe, North Arrnrica and Australasia (where the maprity of

18

Pcport 7gg5, p3; and Kumar, 'Drug Trafficking a3 an lnternational security
hoblecr', pp21GIl.
s*, f- iniriance, GAo, 'Drug Conhol', p'/7; c,riru's our Drug-CrLsis, Economist
InEllieenc€ Unit Foreirn ndrt tto:atZ,25 Septeurber, 195,p'5; UK Foreign and
Comnionwealttr Officel freiras in Internationai Drug Traffidcing', W.2-3t Kumar,
'Druc Tralfickins as an lnternational security hoblecr" pp.272-13; Kartha,
W-&U- *a 11i'opor,"', p.405; Medellin on thl Mekon$, Fir_Eestanr Economic
Rtaitw,23 Novecrtfo 193; 'Pervasive Heroin Traffic P"!qg Pakisql at Risk',
Wodrigt^ Pat,29 April 193; Jceph Serio 'Organized Crime in the Former
Sovia [Inion: Nen' Diricions, New L-ocations', Crizbul lustic. Intrnatiotul, Y ol.9'
No.5, Septemb€r-October 1993, pp.1!2-1;-Alison laniqon,-D1S fnffb\ng altn
lggZ, Crinnict Studi6 No.250 C.iearO Instihrte for the Study of C-orrllict and
ferrirism, [.ondon, lc]92), W.67, Ftsbn Europc's Dtng Roglas, Economist
hreligen& Untt Foreign n"io.t, 1 August-1991; Alison Jamieson, Glful Dnt*,
ir"n'"ft"g, Conflict Stiaieg No.234 Eesearch Instihrte for tllc Study of C-onflict
andfen6hsm, Londo& 1990), pp.&10; and'Goldm Triangle's Blooming Threat',

ls Atrccbs T ina., 24 lulv 190.
19 See
fianf Uaiterson,' The Burnrese Heroin Pipeline: America's Growing
Epidecri4 BuntuD&ic,Vol2, No.l, February/Marcir 1991 pp'&11; Lintner, "The
Asia Is Now No.l Source of US
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'The
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consumption takes place) and the producer and transit states of
Southeast Asia.

The concerns of these states essentially reflect a number of
dinensions. First, drug dependency is contributing to growing social
instability by fuelling high rates of crime. Drug-related arrests in the
Chinese province of Guandong, for instanc€, have jumped nearly 50
tirnes since 1990 on account of the heroin trade (it is estimated that 80
per cent of the crimes commifted in the southern Chinese border
regions are perpetrated by heroin addicts).20 In the Philippines there
has been a quantum leap in the number of foreigners detained in
prison for offences relating to heroin trafficking2l (dthough cannabis
and methamphetamine hydrochloride - more commonly known as
Shabu or 'ic€'- remain the country's two main drug problems) while in
Thailand a staggering 80,fi)0 persons were arrested in the first nine
months of l996ior heroin and other drug-related offences.22
Second, drug use is helping to foster the spread of one of the
most lethal diseases of our time - AIDS. According to the Office of
Narcotics Control Board (ONCB) in Bangkok, Thailand has to
administer at least 50,000 confirmed heroin addicts, most of whom are

also HIV positive as a result of sharing needles.a Similarly Burma,
which was free of AIDS only a few years ago, now has an estimated
2ttO,OOO people carrying the HIV virus, 74 per cent of whom are tested
heroin drug users.24 China has been especially hard hit. The
Lintner, 'The Drug Trade in Southeast Asia',
p.15. In general, China is now believed to have about 12 million drug addicts. See
'China laundres New Version of Opium War' , Age, 77 lr.;lrte 1997 .
See CJrina's Own Drug Crisis, p.6 and

2l
22

Information relayed to author by kofessor Ricardo

Zrco during interviews

conducted at the University of the Philippines, Septemb€r 1995.
US State Departmmt, Interwliotul Naratics Cnntrol Strebgy Report lvlnch 1997
(Bureau for lnternational Narcotics and Enforcement Affairs, Washington DC,
7997), p3C9; ASEAN Plan of Actiott ott Drug Abux CotttDl (ASEAN Secretariat,
Jakarta, 7994), p38.

Information relayed

to author during interviews conducted at the Office of

Narcotics Contsol Board (ONCB), Bangkolg JuIy 197. See also Jamieson, Global
24

DrugTraffickhg,p9.
-Lintner,
'TheDrug Trade in Southeast Asia', p.19. These health effects are not
only confined to the countrie of the Golden Triangle. According to Lintner, the
northeastern lndian state of Manipur, which borders Myanmar, has an estimated
30000 to ,10,(X)0 heroin addicts, more than half of whom are believed to be HIV
positive. Equally Ruili, which is located across Myanmar's northern border with
See

Yunnan, has more heroin addicts and has the highest incidence of AIDS and HIV
in China.
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government officially admits that the outbreak of an AIDS epidemic in
Yunnan is directly related to drug addicts sharing needles to iniect
heroin. Indeed Ruili, a small border town in Yunnan with one of the
highest concentrations of opium addicts in the province, is now in the
dubious position of also being the AIDS capital of China.2s

Third, the costs associated with trying to control the Golden
Triangle's growing drug trade are contributing to a lack of economic
perforrnance, both regionally and internationally. As production and
trafficking from this part of the world has increased, so more and more

resources have had to be diverted to treat addicts through
detoxificatiory health and rehabilitation prograrnmes, as well as to
finance the clinics needed for those also afflicted with AIDS on account
of their habit. Moreover the violence, crirne and organised illicit
activities that typically come to sunound drug addiction and
(especially) bafficking mean that public resources have also had to be
channelled into law enforcement - further reducing the availability of
funds to stimulate economic productivity.25 In the United States, for
example, treating and fighting drug abuse of all kinds costs the
goverrunent a staggering US$75 billion ayear.27
Fourth, drug rnoney from the Golden Triangle is playing a key
role in undermining and weakening already vulnerable regrmes by
encouraging official cormption in government and military cirdes. The
profit margins involved in the heroin trade are truly colossal, and all
the more so because they are untaxed. The 1988 wholesale price for
one kilogram of heroin in Thailand, for instance, was htween
US$3100 and US$5,600. It is estirnated that the sanre kilogram would
have cost a British wholesaler between US$45,000 and US$51,000 and a
US wholesaler between US$70,000 and US$200,0(X), depending on
purity levels. The current cost of a single 'hit' of heroin (less than a

gram) in london is around f,stglO, while the wholesale price for a
whole kilogram sold in New York is estimated to be at least
US$250,000, well over 14 times the purchase price in Yunnan.28
25
26
27
28

ibid,p.16.
UK Foreign and C-ommonwealth Office, Treruls ia Intcnatbnl Dtug Tmfficking,
pp.54.
Lintner, The Drug Trade in Southeast Asia', p.5.
Dng Crbb, p.6; Iamieson, Gl&al Dng Tt{ftcklng, pp2}4; and
Serio, 'Organized Crime in the Forrrer Soviet Union', p20. These profit margins
See Ortua's Ounr
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The problem of drug-induced corruption has been especially
serious in Thailand.29 ln 1990, for instance, the United States indicted
Maior Ceneral Vech Pechborom of the Thai police on four counts of
heroin trafficking. In 1992, a senior politician from northern Thailand

and leader of the prominent )ustice and Unity Parf, Narong

Wongwan, was refused a visa for entry to the United States due to
suspicions that he was linked to a maior drug trafficking operation
with bases in Burma. More recently, in January 7996, a former member
of parliament (MP) from the Chart Thai Pafty, Thanong
Siripreechapong, was extradited to the United State to face legal
proceedings in connection with his participation in a ThaiUS drugsmuggling ring that was active between 1977 and 1987. A varieq, of
other former and current Thai MPs - including Mongkhol
Chongsuthanarulnee, MP, and Vatana Asavaname, a former deputy
interior minister and deputy leader of Chart Thai - have been similarly
'fingered'by the US govemment for their involvement in the Golden
Triangle drug trade.3o
Fifth, the profits from the Golden Triangle's heroin bade have
also provided drug barons with the financial means with which to
acquire extensive and advanced armouries. This is a further factor that
is seen as contributing to political destabilisation as it has enabled
warlords such as Khun Sa, Lo Hsin Han and, now, Chao Nyi Lai to
establish fortified nogo 'grey areas' outside central government
were confirmed by Gavin Greenwood during interviews conducted at the Control
Risks Group, london, fanuary 199.
According lo Linurer, drug-induced comrption in Thailand has mudt to do with
the counhy's long-established practice of vote buying: 'In every election, millions
of dollars are spent on securing votes for powerfirl candidates [as much as 20
million baht,/US$l billion in the-November 1995 electionsl. Only a tiny fraction of
this money achrally goes to paying off voters; the bulk is sPent on fhancing
gangsters who enfdrce the wiii of politicians and makesure that people vote for
the;righf candidate. Money rules politics in Thailand's provinces and in ci$es
like Cilang Rai the fastest and easiesi money comes from tlie local drug !ad9':lee
Lintner, The Drug Trade in Southeast Asia', p.14' See also 'General to [,ead Thai
Six-Party Coatition', Australian, 19 November 1996.
See Lintner, 'The Drug Trade in Southeast Asia', p.11; Kumar, 'Drug Trafficking as
an Internadonat Security Problem', p.219;'Former MP Turned over to US on Drugs
Charges', fuuth Aina [/ozrling Post,27 lanuaty 1996; 'Southeast Asia Is Now No.1
Sour& of US Heroin', Nzro York Tbnes,2 November 190; 'Smells in HiSh Place',
Thc Ecoronist,2S May 194. For a good account of Thai involvemmt in the Golden
Triangle's drup business during the 1980s, see Overholt, 'Dateline Drug_Wars:
Burmi - The Wrong Enemy', pp.181'91; and'US Links New Thai Leader to Drup',
N eut
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control. Weapons are procured mainly from C-ambodia, Afghanistan
(both of whom have been left with a glut of armaments following
years of civil war), China (which has emerged as a mairr arms
exporters in the 1990s) and the former Warsaw Pact countries of
eastern Europe (all of which are actively seeking to sell munitions to
deal with their economic difficulties in the post{old War era).
Weapons that have already found their way to drug gtoups operating
in the Golden Triangle include: Stinger and Strella surface-to-air
missiles, Kalashnikov assault rifles, sub'machine'guns, Claymore landmines and rocket-propelled grenades.3l
Sixth, the Golden Triangle's heroin trade lies at the heart of yet
another destabilising influence, whiterollar financial crime. Because
drug profits derive from an illicit source, producers and traffickers
need to launder' their proceeds to rnake them appear'clean', so that
they can be safely reinvested (in either legal or illegal activities)
without leaving a tell-tale 'p"pet trail'.32 A United Nations (UN)
conference on organised crime, held in Naples in November 1994,
conduded that an estimated US$750 billion worth of drug money is
Laundered every year.3 These illicit financial schernes not only serve
to enhance the economic and political power of international drug
syndicates, they also work to destabilise and undermine confidence in
local and international banking and commerce systems.

The Bank of Credit and Commerce International (BCCI)
scandal provides a good example of the type of damage that such
activities can cause. Following a two-year undercover operation code
named C-CHASE, it was revealed that the bank had been involved in a
variety of mapr money-laundering schemes, including those of the
Abu Nidal Organisation (a radical Middle Eastern terrorist group), the
Colombian Medellin cartel and Manuel Noriega. The scandal not only

led to the collapse of a maior British banking institution (which had
significant international repercussions, as by the tirne the bank was

Se Dkshig 'holifera6on of Ssrall Arrrs and Minor Weapons'; IGrtha, Narcotics
and Weapors', pp.4$4; Kumar, 'Drug Trafficking as an International Security
32

al

hoblem', p222; and Lintner, The Drug Trade in Southeast Asia', p.5.
Jamieson, GloDal Dntg Tmffie*ing, p.24.
Lintner, The Drug Trade in Southeast Asia', p.5.
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shut down in 1991 it had 430 branches in 73 countries), it also badly
shook global confidence in the entire London financial community.34
One of the most commonly used money{aundering methods
for Southeast Asian drug cartels is the Chinese underground banking
system (UBS), which is employed to transmit both operating funds and
profits. The system (like its equivalent, the Hawala, which is used on
the Indian subcontinent) essentially relies on bust between families,
secret societies or ethnic groups who may be located thousands of
miles apart. The Chinese UBS has two main advantages. First, it
provides anonymity - there is no official paper trail for law
enforcement authorities to follow. Second, the system is faster than
that used by official banks - hundreds of thousands of dollars can be
transferred to another country in a matter of hours.35 The system
works in the following manner:

The UBS consists of a variety of businesses, most typically
gold shops, travel agencies, finance companies and
import/export companies. At certain stages of money Eansfer,
the system relies on legitimate banks. For instance, a UBS
trading company in Hong Kong requires that clients open
accounts in the same bank where the company's accounts are
held. The user makes an intra-bank transfer of funds to the
UBS Company's account. Upon notification from the bank of
the transfer, the trading company contacts a sister company in
Thailand to release an equivalent sum in Thai currency to the
designated receiver.36

A number of other methods for moving or laundering money
are also used. When sending money from the West back to Southeast
Asia, traffickers typically elect to use simple, but effective methods,

such as bulk smuggling in courier<arried luggage of sums ranging
from US$100,000 to US$1 million per trip; the physical transformation
of cash, most commonly to cheques or money orders; or the transfer of
Kum"l, 'Drug Trafficking as an International Security Problem', pp.21,677;
Baytoran Ramharack,'Drug Trafficking and Money Laundering in the Caribbean
'Mini" States and Dependent Territories: The US Response', Tlu Ronrul Tablc,luly
1995, p332; and 'Abu Nidal's Quest to Sell "Peace'", Globe anil lvltil, 13 August

See
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1991.
US Department of fustice, 'Asian Money Movement Methds', BunnaDebak,Yol.2,
No.l, February/Mqdr 1995, p.33. See also Jamieson, Global Drug Traffbking, p.26.
US Departsnent of fustice, 'Asian Money Movement Methods', p.33.
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money by wire. When moving money out of or between Southeast
Asian countries more sophisticated methods are generally used,
including invoice manipulation (which involves the falsification of
shipping documents and invoices through the overvaluing and
undervaluing of imports and exports); the formation of front and shell
companies; or gold and gem smuggling - a particularly prevalent
method for moving drug profits between Thailand and Burma.37
The mapr money-laundering centres 'of choice' for Southeast
Asian drug cartels presently include Canada, Thailand, Hong Kong
and, increasingly, C-ambodia. Drug proceeds dominate the Canadian
money-laundering scenel thanks, largely, to relatively weak currency
controls and cash-reporting laws. A large proportion of the money that
is laundered in the country originates from profits'earned' through the
Southeast Asian heroin trade. Multiple factors encourage money
laundering in Thailand and Hong Kong, including bank secrecy laws

which inhibit investigations; low incorne tax requirements; limited
constraints on buying or forming shell and front companies; and the

existence of a thriving underground banking/remittance system.
Cambodia's attraction stems from the largely unregulated nahrre of its
cash economy which makes it easy to unload 'dirty' money at
restaurants, nightclubs, hotels, luxury-goods dealerships and gambling
establishments (although until the country develops a more
sophisticated financial infrastructure, it is unlikely to replace the more
traditional centres such as Thailand and Hong Kong).38
Finally, there is at least a residual concern that Southeast Asia
could soon degenerate along the 'narco-terrorist' path already taken by
a number of South American countries. True narco-terrorism exists
either when terrorist groups attempt to finance their activities through
drug trafficking or when narcotics cartels employ terrorism for specific

political purposes.39 To date, most narco-terrorism has occurred in
37
38

ibid., pp.29,3-5.

Soe Kumar, 'Drug Trafficking as an International Security hoblem', pp.2lLl6;
Lintner, The Drug Trade in Southeast Asia', p.5; Thailand a Laundry for Drug
C-ash', Attstrelien, 4 Mardr 1997; 'Crime Money Troubles the UN', Nao Yok Timcs,
25 Noveurber 1994; and 'Medellin on the Mekong', Fat fustern Eanonic Rmiew,23

November 195.
For a good discussion on the mncept

Towards an Etiology

of narco-terrorism, see Peter Lupsha,

of Drug Traffidcing and

lnsurgent Reladons: The
Phenomenon of NarccTerrorism',Intznutionel Jourael of C-ompoetioc end Applicd
Crimitul ltlrsticc, 7988/89, pp.6l-72. See also fames lnciardi, Narcoterrorism: A
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Latin America, where a variety of insurgent terrorist gtoups such

as

Sendero Luminoso (SL) and the Fuerzas Annadas Revolucionarias de

Colombia (FARC) have turned to drug trafficking to finance their
activities and where narcotic organisations such as the C-ali and
Medellin cartels have used terrorism to eliminate and intimidate
government officials and force changes in the law.o

Thus far, the phenomenon of narco-terrorism has not
developed to the same extent in Southeast Asia as it has in Latin
America, largely because drug-trafficking organisations have been able
to rely on'traditional'bribery and corruption in govemment circles to
gain their political obiectives. However, there is now increasing
speculation that narco-terrorism, in the form of drug cartels employing
terorism to gain political obiectives, could soon become more of a
problem in Southeast Asia. This is primarily due to increased US
pressure on drug-producing and drug-hansit countries to step up their
anti-narcotic efforts4l - a factor that is serving to curtail (or at least
reduce) opportunities for taking advantage of official cormption.
Thailand, [aos, Cambodia and Burma (despite its suspected
deal with Khun Sa) have all stated a willingness to work in coniunction

with US Drug Enforcement Agency crop eradicatioq

alternative
development and product interception progranunes, as well as to
participate in US-organised workshops designed to enhance uptodate antidrug techniques and procedures. Thailand, additionally,
played an integral role in Operation Sweep - a huge multinational-led
anti-narcotic effort that was launched against Khun Sa in 1994 and

Perspective and Commentary, paper presented to the Annual Meeting of the
Acadeury of Criminal Justie Scimces, 4-5 April 198E; David Brock The World of

Naroterrorisnr', Anaicor Spectator, Iune 1989; Mark Steinitz, 'Insurgpn$

Terrorists and the Drug Trade', Wrchingtott Qurtaly, Fall 19&5; and R Ehrenfeld
and M. Kahao The 'Doping" of America: The Ambivalence of the NarcuTerrorist

Connection and a Search for Solutions' in Wilkinson and Stewart (eds),
C.ontnrpnry Re*ardr or Tctrorbm, pp.241-55.
See, for, instance, New Kings of Coke', Tine, 1 luly 791; l. l'a6firl., TrE Wnlil in

e@i.t

(Brassey's, [.ondon, 7991), pp.167-73; Holden-Rhodes and Lupeha, 'Gray

Area Phenomana', pp.ll-\7; and 'In a "Dirty War", Former Drug Allies Are
Terrorizing Escobar', Ncut YorkTittus, 4 Mardr 1993.
See, for instancr, US State Deparhrmt, Intcrrutionol Ncrcotics C-otrttol Strabgy
Reprt 7995, p.195; US State Department, 'US Policy to Combat International
Narcodcs Trafficking and International C.rine', p.841; and '[aoc Hooked into
Burmese Heroin Rackets', Australitn,S November 1996.
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which sucreeded in'netting' a number of prominent membens of his
trafficking network.4
Despite the obvious value of such intemational initiatives, the
conc€rn is that they could very well spark the type of 'dirty waf that
came to affect C-olombia after the Bogota goverrurent laundred its
'total' campaign to destroy the Cali cartel in 192.It was revealed by
Thai sources in 1995, for example, that Khun Sa has already attempted

to acquire modern Strella SAMs - allegedly to launch a war of

intimidation against Thai and Lao authorities in r€sponse to their more
vigonrus anti-narcotic stances.43 The sanre year also saw a surge of
assassination attempts and grenade attacks in C-ambodia as local
heroin syndicates aftempted to silence police and government officials
who were seeking to initiate more effective narcotics and money
laundering counter-rneasures.4
The Golden Triangle remains one of the most prolific heroin producing
and trafficking areas in the world, generating an illicit trade which has

had an insidious, corrosive, far-reaching and at tinres, highly
destabilising impact. Narcotics from this region have been linked to an

explosion of AIDS and HIV, social instability, a lack of economic
perforrnance, official cormption and the growing force of organised
international crime. These effects have been felt, in one form or
another, throughout Southeast Asia, Northeast Asia, AustraLasia,
Europe and North America. Burma has firmly established itself at the
heart of this narcotic nexus, rernaining a key player in the on-going
process of pumping heroin into the world's 'veins'.
The US views such cooperation as vital to 'qdficadon' of a state's count€rnarcotics credentials. Should a state be decertifie4 Washington io obliged to
consider halting all forms of bilateral assbtane and voting against uruldlateral
financid aid programmes, induding thos€ of the World Banh the International
Monetary Fund and the Asian Detelopment Bank - the mqretary lifeblood of
states sudr as [.aos, Cambodia and Myanmar. See US State Departnrent, 'US Policy

43

to Conrbat lnternational Narcotics Trafficking and lnternadonal C.rime', pp.84l-2;
and Medellln on the Mekong', Far Eestan Eanwnic Rcoicu,23 November 195.
The arms stripments were actually intercepted by Thai polie befce they readred
Khun Sa, as they were being transported from Cambodia acre Thailand to the
northern fronder town of Chiang Mai, See Yonah Alexander, NareTerrorisut:
Fuhrre Threat', INTERSEC, Vol.ll, No.12, Deemb€r 1995:p.4i29; and The Wicked
Marrtage of Drugs and Terror', kngkokPost,l2 June 1995.
See Medellin on the Mekong', Fat Eastern Eo'aottic Rcoieu, Zl Novenrber 1995.

CHAPTER 4

POLITICAL TERRORISM IN SOUTHEAST
ASIA
As with piracy and drug trafficking, political terrorism is not
new to Southeast Asia. Indeed for much of the Cold War period the
threats posed by a variety of internal insurgent groups was arguably
the npst significant intemal threat to the states of the region. Although
none of these organisations practised pure terrorism on the scale of
west European and Middle Eastem groups, many were prepared to
employ limited and sporadic terrorist tactics as part of their overall
operational mandate, prirnarily for four reasons:

i)

terrorism is an ino<pensive method of warfare that can achieve

relatively effective results, giving

it a low-cost/high-yield

potential;

ii)

by utilising the psychology of fear, terrorism can artificially
inflate the perceived strength and power proiection of a group
among a wide number of people;

iii)

by involving acts that are designed to attract maximum
publicity, tenorism can proiect even the most far-flung group
(and their cause) to the forefront of national, regional or even
global attention; and

iv)

terrorist acts involve comparatively little personal risk to the
perpetrators and far less risk than more conventional forms of
organised violence.l

See, for instane, Chalk, Wcst Eurupan Terwism lnd Cttrrtcr-Ttrorism, p,13-74,
17-18; N. Berry, Theories on the Efficacy of Terrorism' in Wilkinson and Stewart

(e),

C-ontmVorery Rreu& ot Tcnorbm, W.293-3M; Brian Jmkins, Tarcrism
Vlorks
Splncrintcs (RAND Instihrte, Santa Monica, 1974); Edward Price, 'The
Shategy and Tactics of Revolutionary Terrorisrr', C-ompratioe Studies in fucbty and
the Lfuaal
History, VoL19, No.l, January 79V; and Paul Wilkinson, Termrbm
Srete (Macurillan, LondoS, 197/), pp.llL77.
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Dtuing the Cold War Period
Two main tyPes of grouP canre to utilise terrorism in
Southeast Asia during- the Cold Wlr: communist organisations and
armed separatist movements involving indigenous ethnic or religious
minorities.
t O tg anis ations
arose in the context of the wider ideological
These g1oups
-taking
place between the East and West and
stmggle that ias
esseiEaly aimed to advancb the cause of communism, often defined
in specific nationalistic terms, throughout southeast Asia. lv{any of
these organisations employed operational armed wings to carry out
violent lssaults, including terrorist attacks. f'rominent examples
included the New PeopFs Army (NPA in the Philippines, the
communist Party of Burrna (cPB), the communist Party of Thailand
(CpT), the Khmer Rouge (KRP and the Communist Party of Malaya.
Of these organisations, the most overtly terrorist in nature was the
NPA. Throighout the 1970s and 1980s, NPA 'sparrow' unlts- engag{
in a campaifrr of terror that targeted security personnel, local and
provinciai [ouetn-et officials, civilians suspecld of - being
informants ind members of the media that espoused openly anticommunist rhetoric.
C ommunis

t

It should be note4 however, that the KR evolved as a somewhat rmique hybrid
mtity, mixing quasi-communist, radical agrarian ideological sentimmts lrith a

anti-Vietnamese form 6f ethnic identification' Its leader, Pol
group with an enduring structure based on indoctrination, terror
and sUiC trierirAri'cat discipline. T[e KR fought a ptotraded telr-year
*rrerrilla/terrorist insurgency tiiaea Uy Thailand an4 at times, the United Stat€)
ili""t the (Vietnames;ba&"d and Soviet-zupported) gov€rnm€nt oi Hun Sen

t

Ui

if" r*oit.iUig

pot, iniuuea

he

d1owinc Hanoi's Christrras Day invasion of Cambodia in

1978.

Fc

further

ttliO"el Wesley, The Gmbodian Waltz: The1hnet Rouge.and United
N;dft Intenrmtion', Tiridslrt aad Potitiul Vidau, Vol.Z No.4 oflvilq--195,
the Khmer
w.672.. For an aeount of the sociological and cultural dimension
J"t"-G,

&

in Cambodia, see Abdulgaffai Peang-Meth, 'Understanding the Khmer',
Asbn Swzcy, Vol3l, No.5, May I 9t, pp'442-5.
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Armeil Separatist Mooements Inaolaing Indigenous Ethnic or
Religious Minorities
These groups essentially arose in reaction to the unwillingness

of Southeast Asian governnents to acknowledge the right of postcolonial selfdetermination3 - itself a product of an implicit fear that
such recognition would unleash an unstoppable and, ultimately, selfdestructive minority secessionist tide within their states. Following
independence, several rebel groups engaged in armed campaigns and
periodic instances of terrorism against state structures that they neither
identified with nor perceived as legitimate. Examples included Fretelin
(East Timor), the Organisasi Papua Merdeka (OPM, Irian |aya), Aceh
Merdeka (Aceh), the Pattani United Liberation Organisation (PULO
southern Thailand), the Moro National Liberation Front (MNLF,
Mindanao), the Moro Islamic Liberation Front (MILF, Mindanao) and a
variety of ethnic Karen groups in Burma. In at least three of these
regions (Mindanao, Aceh and southern Thailand), religious divisions
based on Islam helped to define and further exacerbate ethnic
differences.
Since the End of the Cold War

The end of the Cold War has seen both positive and negative
developmenb in Southeast Asia with regard to internal insurgency
and associated terrorist activity. On the positive side, the collapse of
the Soviet Union and Eastern bloc has contributed to the decline of
communism as a revolutionary political force, robbing insurgents both
of their raison d'dre as well as the ideological context from which they
initially arose and derived their legitirnacy. The communist rebels who
once operad all over Southeast Asia have, as a result, all but
disappeared - remaining in any meaningful sense only in the
Philippines, and even there they appear to be in terminal decline; a

Following independmce, the new leaders of the Southeast Asian stat6 vigorously
reje'cted any subsequmt daims to selfdetermination - a principle whidr, it was
argued, could apply only to people living under colonial (that is, European)

domination. One national independence had been achieved from the colonial
powers, it was asserted that there could be no additional right to selfdeterurinadon, as there rvas no longer any colonial domination. ln other wordt
the right to selfdetermination was seen to be a oneshot affair that cpuld never
apply to a people who were organised in the legal form of a pct-colonial state.
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peace deal between President Rarnos and the NPA is widely expected

tobesigned in7997.4

On a more negative note, with the focus diverted from
communist ideology after the collapse of the USS& religious and
ethnic issues have now assurned renewed and increased significance in
Southeast Asia - a process that is being further driven by the general
resurgence in primordial identity that is currently characterising the
region.s This has, in turn, served to sustain, and in certain instances to
exacerbate, ethno-religious corununal conflict in the regior; as old
animosities and hatreds are both revived and reinforced. In terms of
generating associated campaigns of terrorist violence, these effects
have had an impact dbeit in varying degrees of intensity, on at least
three Southeast Asian states: Thailand,Indonesia and the Philippines.

In addition to terorism emanating from ethno-religious
communal conflict, political violence stemming from a general
breakdown in law and order constitutes a serious problem in at least
one state, C-ambodia. Here the KR continues to constitute a residual
threat to internal sability (although large'scale defections to the
Cambodian government since 1996 have recently helped to rcduce the
organisation's overall strength) as do ongoing power struggles
between the country's two rnain political parties - the C-ambodian
Peoplg's Party (CPP, led by Hun Sen) and Funcinpec Oed by Prince
Norodom Ranariddh).
for instane, Jose Almont4 'East Asian Security: A Ptrilip,pine Perspctive', IIu
V*rrld Tday, Mardr 1995, p.45; Adrarya, A Nao Rcgiotul Ordcr k fur.thast Asia,
p.17; Muthiah Alagappa, The Dynanics of International Security in Southeast
Asia: Change and Continuity', Austmlian lourtul of Intmutkrul Afraia,lvlay 1997,
p2; and 'Philippine Rebels Talk Peace if US Exits', W.srtillrytrnr Tinas, 13 September
1991. It should be noted, however, that periodic episodes of terorisur attributed to
courmunist insurgents sdll ocur in the Philippines. The main organisation in this
regard is the Alex Boycano Brigade (ABB) - a radical NPA splinter group active in
metsopolitan Manila. However, the ABB is thought to consist of only a handfirl of
operatives and most of its actions are confined to snall-scale acc of banditry and
extortion directed mainly at Chinese Filipino businessmen and US commercial
inter6b. Moet security andysts agree that the organisation does not pce either a
serious or a long-term threat to Philippine national secudty. Infornration relayed
to author during interviews conducted with officials frour the Philippine Defence
See,

Forces, Camp Aginaldq September 196.
Ambassadq S. Nathan, Terrorism in the Asia Padfic Region: Nature,
Manifestadqr, C-ounter-Measures, paper givm before the llth Asia-Pacific

Roundtable Kuala Lumpur, $8 June 1997, p.l0.
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As the table below illusbates, these various conflicts and
tensions have provided the inspirational fuel necessary to nurture a
steady level of teroristic violence in these four states since 1990.
Table 4.1: Terrorism Incidents in Selected Southeast Asian
Countries,199G96
Total Attacks

Country

Thailand
Cambodia

Annual Average
Incident Rate
25

774
427
1094

Philippines

67

156

Source: Pinkerton's Risk Ass€ssment Services, Annuel Risk Detabev

799G7996

(Plnkerton's In c., 1997 -9V.

To gain a full appreciation of the contemporary dynamic of
terrorism in Southeast Asia, it is desirable to examine some of the
specific political-security factors that are serving to drive political
violmce in each of these four states.

Thailanil
Since 1990, Thailand has experienced a persistent level of
tenorism. Between 1990 and 1996 the country suffered an annual
average incident rate of 24.8 attacks, recording a record 57 assaults in
1993, which was a sufficient quantity to make the country the
nineteenth most affected state in the world that year.5 Most attention
with regard to terrorism in Thailand focuses on the activities of PULO
and its offshoots.

PULO is the largest of several Malay Muslim grouPs currently
operating in the south of Thailand and seeking autonomy for Pattani
Frovince (the others being the Pattani National Liberation Front

6

Piokot-,'s

Risk Ass€sment Services,

lnc",799l-97).

Anntel

Risk Datalr,lr T990-7996 (Pinkert'on's

6
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(PNLD, the Barisan Revolusi Nationale (BRt{), the MuFhadeen and
the Socialist Nationd Front (BSN)). Ttre group is presently thought to
be composed of approximately 350 hard<ore rnmbers. It is alleged
that the organisation receives substantial assistanc€ from radical
Islamic groups based in Malaysia such as the Al-Arqam group (a
mystical Sufi sect banned by Kuala Lumpur in 1994 but now in the
early stages of an underground revival),7 which has been accused of
training a 31&man death squad to carry out terroristic operations in
the southern Thai border districts. The Bangkok governrrrent has also
periodically accused Malaysia of turning a blind eye to atterrpts by
leading PTJLO mernbers to establish a sectrre base of operations in the
north of the countr5r, asserting that assistance provided by the
opposition Parti IsLam has greatly enhanced the organisation's ability
to carry out cross-border attacks in Thailand.s

In 1993 PTJLO made headlines when it catried out a series of
rnapr operations in less than a month, including arson attacks against
34 rhools in Yala, Pattani and Narathiwatl an assault on a rapid train
in the Rangae district of Narathiwat Province that left one Passenger
dead and eight others iniured; a grenade attack on a temple, also in

Narathiwat Province; and the ambush of a civilian/military
development unit in Yala Province that left two dead. It is also
believed that this grouping played a significant part in the attempted
Hizbollah truck bombing of the Israeli embassy in Bangkok in June
L994'. More recently, Thai Army Intelligence claimed to have
established a link between PULO and radical Shi'ite Muslims who are

suspected

of

working together (allegedly under an umbrella

organisation known as Berzatoo) to create widespread tension in the
Se, for lnstance, 'State Resporses to Islamic Resurgene in Malayda', .Asian
Sutty, Yol36, No.t S?t€mb€r 7996, pp.E6}5; Plnkerton's Risk Assessment
Sernlces, &unfiy Rjsk As;lssntcttt lutu 7996 (Pinkerton's Inc, 19!b); and 'PM: Stern
Action if Atteurp Made b RwiveAl.Arqqm', Nau Slnils Thu,3lvnel996.

lnforuradon relayed b authq during intewiews conducted with Thd military
intelligence, B*gkot, luly 1997. See also ladd Thomas, Thailand' in Calpmter
and Wiencek (eds) ,{s&n Sr,rrity Hu&ak, p242; 'PULO Lures South€m Mulims
into lts Fdd', Suruley Por,t,22 January 195; Mardr of the Militants', Ftr Ftstan
Econntb Rmico,9 Mardr 195; Ministec Southern Separadsts Receive "Foreign
Tralning-, Netim, 6lanuary 195; Malaysia Warns Muslim Separatists to End
Terrorisur', 8laglok Post, 16 Janr.rary 195; Pinkerton's Risk Ass€ssdtent Sernices,
Risk Asssttttrt Sr.trl 1995 (Pinkerton's Inc., 196), p,4* Troubled Frontier', Far
Ftstcn Fnnonb Rcoicu, 16 S€pbmber 1993; 'Southern Discomfort', Fs Fnstcrn
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south

of the country. The alleged link was discovered

61,

during

investigations into a bomb blast in Hat Yai in |anuary 1995. According

to Thai intelligence, the bomb had exploded prematurely and was
actually nreant to have been used in a ioint PULGShi'ite sabotage
mission.9

In 1995, two violent PULO offshoots were identified. The first

is known as the Barisan Nationale Baru (BNB). It is composed of
younger ex-PULO members who are opposd to the'limited'policies
of the older leaders of their parent organisation and who wish to assert
their influence in a new, more active and militant group. The leader of
tlre new group has claimed his movement is establishing an enorrnous
network of sympathisers and members in Thailand which, according
to Hayi Basri Dahari, BNB'S second-in<ommand, numbers in.excess of
100,000.Thai intelligence officials believe that the organisation recruits
largely by persuading youths to undergo terrorist training (with some
allegedly being sent to Syria) in exchange for a four-year membership
card that guarantees acc€ss to iobs and security in Malaysia.

The second group is known as New PULO. Little is known
about this organisation other than that it is a dissident faction led by
Dr Ar-rong Moo-reng and his two deputies, Hadi Monoh and Sama-e
Thanam. New PULO is thought to be responsible for a series of
grenade attacks that were carried out in southern Thailand during
early 1995.10
Although popular support for militant separatism in southern
Thailand has declined somewhat over recent years (largely a function

t0

Ecotrontic Paoil,to,2 September 1993; and Control Risks Group, Moathly Briefing Oct&er 7993 (C-ontrol Risks lnformation Servie, London, 1993).
See Witn€s ldentifies hanian Suspect in Botdred Truck BombinT, Netion,7O
February 195;'Security Tightened against Pmsible Terrorism in Bangkok', Srrday
Netion, 8 fanuary 1995; 'Sh'ite-PULO Link Se€n in New Hat Yai Blast Theory',
knglcok Post, 13 lanuary 1995; 'Malaysia Warns Muslim Separatists to End
Terrorisur', fuagkok Post, 76 fanuary 195. 'Iranian in Argmtine Blast Tinker,
Refugee, Uat,Spy?', Neut YorkTimes,29luly 194;'Train Ambush Kills 1, Wounds
8', Bangkok Radio Thailand Network transcript, 22 August 1993; 'Southern
Disomfort', Far Fasbn Economic Reieu, 2 September 193; 'PULO Claims
Responsibility', Bangkok Army Television Channel 5 transaipt,22 August 193;
and 'Officials Commmt: Attack C-ontext Given', kngkok Pat,23 August 193.
See New Muslim Terrorist Movement Claims 100,000 Members', Netiafl, 19

fanuary 195; and 'T.lew PULO' Faction Suspected in Grenade Attack in South',
fungkok Post, 4 Mardr I 95.
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of limited autonomy provisions granted by Bangkok), there are at least

three factors currently at work which could lead to wider Malay
support for independence and, henc€, a resurgence of low-level
terrorist activity. First, the region remains underdeveloped, lacks
investsnent and has an average per capita incorne of at least 7,000 baht

less than neighbouring provinces. Second, Muslim participation in
local business is minimal while the region continues to exist against a
backdrop of linguistic and religious alienation. Third, there has been a
marked spread of Islamic fundamentalism throughout Yala, Pattani
and Narathiwat in the last couple of years. This has already manifested
itself in several student protesb and could well herald a new era of
more serious demonstrations, especially if the Thai government is
unable or unwilling to accommodate future fundamentalist
demands.ll
Indottcsia
Terrorism associated with ethno-religious conflict in Indonesia
has exhibited a rising trend over the past two years. Between 1990 and
1991, the country suffered fuom 27.5 attacks, representing an annual
average rate of only 5.5 incidents. In 1995, however, a record 25
assaults occuned in the country, representing an increase of 454 per
cent over the previous fiveyear average. This was then followed up by

the one of the worst years of politically motivated violence in
Indonesia's history, with 19% recording a total of 73 terrorist incidents
(representing 2.01 per cent of the global total for the year), resulting in
1&4 deaths and 59 iniuries.l2

Virtually all of the terrorism that has taken place in Indonesia
since the end of the Cold War can be associated with ongoing
communal conflicts in three areas: Irian faya, Aceh and East Timor.
There has been indigenous resistance to lal<arta's rule in Irian
which
comprises the western half of New Guinea and constitutes
faya,
one fifth of Indonesia's land mass (but only one per cent of the
population), ever since the Dutch colonial withdrawal in 1!b3. The
main vehicle for this resistance has been the OPM, an independence

11
tz

See Ties

of Faith',

Frtr Ftstern Eanomic Reoicto, 11

April 196; and

Thailand', pp242-3.
Pinkerton's Risk Assessment Services, Annuel Rbk Dateba* 7990-79Xt.

Thomas,
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organisation which daims a hard<ore membership of a few hundred

as well as wide tacit support among the indigenous Melanesian
population.l3 By 1994, the conflict in Irian faya had led to the deaths

of at least 5,000 (with some estimates putting the toll as high as 32,000),
additionally causing 4,000 people (most of whom took refuge across
the border in Papua New Guinea) to flee their homes.14

Feeding much of OPM's active and passive backing is a dark
picture of government brutality that has been meeted out by the 24,000 troops that are presently thought to be stationed in Irian layx.ts
A particularly bad incident occurred in May 1995 when foops from
theTl2Trikora battalion shot and killed eleven unarmed civilians near
the mining town of Timika. According to a report prepared by the
Rornan Catholic Bishop of Jayapura, Dr Herman Munninghoff, the
rnssacre represented the zenith of a six-month spree of torture, illegal
detentions and extra-judicial killings carried out over the previous six
months.15 An earlier report put out by the Australian Council for
Overseas Aid (ACFOA) alleged that at least 22 Irian fayans had been
killed by security forces between fune 1994 and February 1995. These
claims were backed up by various non€overnmental organisations
who had lodged several complaints with the National Commission on
Human Rights in jakarta about summary executions, arbitrary
detentions and torture in the province between mid-1994 and mid7995.17

Military analysts in Jakarta have long asserted that the OPM is
is unable to mobilise popular support, does not have the
force,
a spent
ability to stage maiJr operations and generally poses no credible threat

to security in Irian faya. However two events that occurred in 1996
would appear to suggest the precise opposite. The first was the

fanuary kidnapping of 26 members of a biological research expedition,
including six foreigners (four Britons and two Netherlanders), near

13
::r)
ro
rr

for instance, C-onbol Risks Group, Moathly Briefing - October 1993; and 'Eastern
Rqrroadr', Fu Fastern Eanomic Rmitttt,ll Jttly 1991.
Gurr, ?eoples against States', p.371.
'Eastern Reproach', Far Festqn Eanonic Rmieu), 11 July 1991; 'Symbol of
Discontmt', Far Eestmt Eanonic Psoieut, 11 July 1991.
'A Blot on Soeharto's Crlling C-ard', Sydney lvbrning Hetald, 3o August 1995;
'Jakarta Accused of Massor:e', Syibwy Morakg Haalil,3O August 1995.
Tlu Euroq Worlil Year bk 7996, Vol.I (Europa Publications Ltd, London, 19!)5),
p.1562; Golin Brown, 'Australian Foreign Policy. July-December 195', Tlu
See,

Aushalbnlounul of Politics and History, Vol.42, No.2,795,p.747.
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Mapnduma in the lorentz ranges of the Baliem Valley. The event,
which was both well planned and well executed, generated worldwide publicity, involved mediation attempb by the International
Committee of the Red Cross 0CRC) and necessitatred a rnapr hostage
rescue operation by 400 members of the Indonesian military (assisted
by Israel), carried out by Detachment 81 - the anti-terrorist wing of the
elite Kopassus regiment.lS
The second event was the March mass riot against PT Freeport
lndonesia, a gold and copper mine located in the remoE town of
Timika. The distu6ance left four people dead, fifteen iniured and
caused morc than US$2 million in property damage. Whilst OPM has
never daimed any direct responsibility for the incident, there are
indications that elemenb from the organisation deliberately stirred up
anti-mine sentiment within the Irianese population in an attempt to
provoke mass insurrection and violence throughout the province
(something that, obviously, has close parallels with the Bougainville
Revolutionary Army (BRA)'s relatively successful strategy in Papua
New Guinea). For many years, OPM has asserted that Freeport should
acrept part of the responsibility for the situation in Irian ]aya acting, as
it does, as a de facto civil administrator for the area.l9

Communal conllict in Aceh can be traced back to 1976, when
known as Aceh
Merdeka (the Free Aceh Movement) to give violent expression to the
Acehnese aim of acNeving full independence from Indonesian rule in
northern Surnatra. Since then, a persistent insurgency involving 1p00
combatanb has taken place which has served to seriously undermine
security in three regions - Aceh, North Aceh and Pidie. In mid-1990 a
new, more radical manifestation of Aceh Merdeka errrerged calling
itself the National Liberation Front Aceh Sumatra (GPK-Aceh). The
organisation rapidly gathered support amongst the local population,
carrying out a number of particularly brutal attacks between 1990 and

Hasan

di Tiro formed a separatist organisation

for instance, 'Iakarta Boasts Rebel Body C-ount in Regctre', Austmlior,TT May
7996; Jakarta Vows It Will Teadr hian Rebels a Lesson', Wetcclrd Austmlbn, 78

See,

May 19!)6; and 'Helping Hand', Far Ftstan Ecommic Raiao,30 May 196.
See, Mining Giant Faces Another Bougainville', Austtelien,lg Mardr 196;'Troops
Restore Easy C-alm in lrian Jaya', Austrelbn,l4 March 19l}6; and Tlu Eutop Worful
Ycar

tuk7996, Vol.l, p.1582.
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1992 (whidr involved,

at times, the deliberate

dismernbering of

captives while they were still alive).20

As in Irian Jaya, support for violent separatism in Aceh has
been fuelled by the actions of Indonesian troops stationed in the
province. Widespread allegations of torture, extra-judicial killing+ the
burning of villages suspected of aiding Aceh rebels, and repeated
dusk-todawn curfews have not only served to alienate much of the
indigenous population, they have also driven sectors to the ranks of
extremism.2l Exacerbating anti-fakarta feeling has been favanese
resetUement (initiated under the government's transmigration
programme) as well as the perception among many Acehnese that
most of the province's wealth (most of which is rooted in large gas
deposits) is being exhacted to finance development in other parts of
lndonesia; it is estimated that Aceh currently provides the fakarta
government with as much as US$3 billion in export incorne.Z
While the more overt signs of violent Acehnese separatism
have subsided somewhat since 1992 (following the outbreak of attacks
between 1990 and 1992, the Indonesian army launched a massive
counter-insurgency campaign, involving between 8,(XX) and 12,000
troops to suppress the activities of GPK-Aceh)/3 ethno-religious
tensions continue to simmer in the province. In addition, GPK-Aceh
can still lay daim to a hard-core membership of sufficient size to carry
out a sustained campaign of terrorism (current estimates of the
organisation's size still hover around the 1,000 markFa and has, thus
far, made no indication of any willingness to forgo violence in pursuit
of its aim of setting up an independent Islamic state in the region.
for instance, 'Deadly Suspicion', Far Eestern Eanomic Rmicu4 E luly 1997;
Control Risks Group, Ihntlny Briefing - Octobn 1993; and Tlu Europa tlorlil Yeu
See,

bk7996,YoLl, p.l580.
In f993 a rerport put out by Amnesty International alleged that 2([0 Acehnese
civilians had been killed and more than 100 arrested indefinitely sirrply on
suspicion of supporting Acetrnese separation since 1991. See Tip of Sumatra an
Enduring Thorn for Jakarta', Austrelien,2S February 1997.
'Deadly Snspicion', Fer Ftsbrn Ecoromic F@ievt,25 luly 1997; Tlu Europ Workl
Yeer
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ThcEwoWWorklYw bk 1995, Vol.l, p.l580.
Trevor Findlan Turning the Corner in Southeast Asia' in Mke Brown (&.), The
Intenutiotu,l Dinercions of Intcnel &nflbt MIT Pres, Cambridge Mass, 1995),
Vol.l, p201.
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As events in Bougainville, Ireland, Spain and Corsica dl too
readily demonstrate, periods of relative calm under such
circumstances are liable to quickly degenerate if there is no discernible
change in the underlying conditions that gave rise to the conflict in the
first place - something that certainly continues to apply to the
contemporary situation in Aceh. Indeed slgns of renewed armed
unrest are already ernerging in the region. According to Indonesian
military sources, a series of raids carried out against suspected militant
GPK-Aceh strongholds during lanuary and February 7997 confirmed
that the organisation has recently been in the process of a mairr
weapons acquisition programme designed to revitalise its armed
insurgency against fakarta. Equipment captured during the
coordinated operations included ammunition" magazines, colt pistols
and M-15 and AK47 assault rifles. Perhaps morie ominous were signs
that the munitions had been supplied from abroad.S If confirmed, this
could indicate the beginnings of an internationalisation of the Aceh
conflict - perhaps along the lines of that which is occurring in
Mindanao (seebelow).
Communal conflict in East Timor dates back to the years 1975civil war that was fought in the wake of the
collapse of Portuguese colonial rule,Indonesia invaded the region and
incorporated it as the countrlr's twen$r-seventh province. The focus for
the resistance to |akarta's subsequent rule has been the Revolutionary
Front for an Independent East Timor, otherwise known as Fretelin.
Since 1976 it is estirnated that this conflict has cost the lives of at least
20,0m Indonesians and possibly as many 230,000 East Tirrprese (which
represents a third of the pre-invasion population). Although vastly
outnumbered by the Indonesian militaly, Fretelin's insurgency
campaign has yet to be defeated, largely because the organisation
continues to retain important collaborative networks within the wider
East Timorese population. As with lrian |aya and Aceh, much of the
organisations activity and support has been fuelled by the heavyhanded Indonesian response to the conflict - a military'pacification'
campaign that has come to involve some of the country's worst human
rights abuses, the rnost dramatic being the 1991 Dili nussacre in which
75 when, following a brief

25

'blamic Separatists Held, Arrrs Seizcd', ,{ushcliaz,
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Indonesian forces killed at least 50 and possibly as many as 270
unarrrred civilians.25
There have been no serious instances of terrorism surrounding
this conflict since the late 1980s when Fretelin's armed wing, Falintil,

officially rcnouncd the use of such tactics in favour of an altered
moihts oryranili that mixed traditional guerrilla war with passive
nesistance.2T Howener, since 1995, there have been signs of accelerating

unrest anpng the East Timorese,largely in response to the continuing
hard-line military stance that Soeharto has adopted in dealing with the
separatist issue. Mass campaigns of civil disobedience have been

organised in Dili (which have involved periodic dashes with
Indonesian security forces), while separatist activists have taken to
forcing (and at times storming) their way into foreign enrbassies in
fakarta and demanding political asylum.4 Of more direct concern for
internal security in Indonesia, however, are signs that this heightened
state of militantism is beginning to feed into a renewed campaign of
terrorism in East Timor. There have already been numerous attacks
against Javanese Muslims who have resettled in East Timor as part of
government-sponsored transmigration progr.ilrunes. Moreover in the
26

Se, for instane, G. Aditindro, In tlu $nfuu of lvlorott Rmnc.bt: Tlu Inpct of tlu
Ocaqatim of Ftst Tinor (CID D€n Haag 194), drs 1 and 4; l. Taylor, hdotrcsb's
Forgoltcrr Wer Tlu Hfutcn History of Fnst Tinn (Zed Books, London, 1991), dr. 12;
A. Sclrwarz, A Natioa in Weiting: Irulotrcsb k tlu 7990s (Allm & Unwin, Sydney,
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Indonesia's Shoe', Stntcgic,4nr,lysrs, Vol.19, No.9, December 7996,pp.7379-29.
Fretelin abandoned the use of terrorism largely because the use of sudr tactics was
serving to diminish the cganisadon's civilian support base (most acts $tere
carried ort apinst East Timoree suspected of collaborating with the Indonesian
forces) as well as undermine its daim of being both the victim of and defender
apinst Indonesian agg€don. In many reepects, the subsegumt shategic shift
served Fretdin well - gaining lhe group important support in the West (the
organisation's Secetary for International Relations, lose Ramc Horta, has since
been awarded the Nobel Peace Prize) in addition to allowing it to acquire political
captal at the expense of the lndonesian government, whidr continued to be
errbarraseed by allegations of human rights violations.
instane, Pinkertqr's Risk Ass€sm€nt Services, Risk t*ssstttctrt Surcy
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final days before the |une 1997 general elections, Fretelin launched a
number of coordinated attacks in Baucau, Los Palos, Ermera and
Viqueque in an effort to disrupt polling by deterring local residents
from voting. The assaults resulted in the deaths of 17 people, at least 10
of whom were deliberately targeted civilians.29
East Timor will continue to represent a potential source of
terrorism so long as the separatist conflict rernains unresolved. This
will not happen, however, until the Indonesian government ends its
heavy-handed treatment of the Timorese; substantially improves its
human rights record in the region; opens the territory completely to
outsiders (foreign irurnalists, for instance, have long been denied free
access to East Timor); and engages in a genuine dialogue with all
sectors of Timorese society.s At the time of writing, there was no sign
of such measures being initiated by the ]akarta ruling administration.
One additional area in Indonesia that could come to spawn
teroristic violence is West Kalimantan. Betweenfanuary and February
19917, this region suffered the worst mass violence to have affected the
country since 1953. Most of this unrest focused on large'rale ethnic
clashes between the mainly Christian Dyak indigenous population and
their'traditional' enemies - migrant Muslims from Madura, a small
island north of lava. Estimates of the death toll caused by the
bloodletting run from 300 to as nurny as 3,000, with seasoned observers
detailing graphic reporb of decapitated Madurans being left on
roadsides with their livers and hearts cut out - a traditional war
gesture of Dayak clans. The violence prompted Malaysia's Sarawak
State to briefly close all border crossings with Kalimantan and required
Iakarta to fly in two extra battalions, including 6lite strategic reserve
command (Kostrad) forces, to stem the unrest.3t
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Pinkerton's Risk Assessulmt Sernices, Qurtaly Risk As*ssttrcnt ltilylcVtcnba
7996,p.5; '15 Deaths in E Timor Cast Shadow on Poll', Austrdbn,30 May 1997;'E
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Timor Toll Up lo 77, Werlcnn Austrelimt,31 May lDZ 'Police Hunt Murder
l99Z'Rlot Arresb', Couria-Moil,
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Riot', Arahclfun,25
Asstrelior,25 February 197;'Rlot
SusDect in E Timor Kot',
Suspect
24 February 1997; 'lndonesia Detains l(D over East Timot Unrest', Wal@ul
Austtalbn, 12
Austnlian, 15 February 1997; lakarta Denies East Timor Deaths', Austmlbn,
Australien,
Nine Killed in E Timor Rebel Clash with Troops', ,lustmlien,76
June 196; and Nine
January 195.

Findlan Turning the Corner in Southeast Asia', p.201.
fo instance,'Army Arese 86 in Ethnic Clashe', Austmlimr, 2l Febrrnry 7997;
'Death ToU Rises in Troubled Province', Alsrralian,2lFebvty 1992 Jakarta Brass
Insist Ethnic Unrest Body Count Overstat&', Weel<erul Austmlbn,2i2 Febnnry

See,
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While military officials insist that the province is now under
a very real danger remains that bands of Dayaks and
Maduranese will organise themselves into self-styled vigilante and
defence squads in order to launch systematic terror campaigns against
one another. If this does in fact occur (and unconfirrned reports attest
that it already has), West trGlimantan is likely to prove to be the most
unstable and dangerous of all the Indonesian provinces with regard to
the future course of tenorism in the country. As one Dyak elder
ominously observed in a recent interview with the Aushalian:'Dyak
elders remain steadfast that they will not tolerate Madurese presence
in the .uea any longer, and that there will be no peace until all
Madurese have left the region'.32

control,

The Philippines

In the present Southeast Asian context, it is the Philippines
that has experienced,by far, the most terroristic violence. Between
1990 and 1995, the country experienced 1030 attacks, yielding a sixyear annual average of 77l incidents. Although the number of attacks
declined somewhat during 7996, a significant 54 separate incidents
were nevertheless recorded. In total, well over 1900 people have been
killed in these assaults, making the Philippines one of the most
severely affecd regions in the world in terms of tenoristic violence.
Since 199Q the countqy has consistently been ranked in the global'top
20' of leading nations affected by terrorism, generally only surpassed
by states affected by extreme internal unrest such as India, Pakistan,
Algeria, South Africa, Colombia and Egypt.s

At least since 1991, most of the terrorism carried out in the
Philippines has emanated from, or been connected to, the Islamicbased insurgency on Mindanao. Historically most of this political
violence was carried out by the MNLF, an organisation which has been
fighting for Islamic-based autonomy on Mindanao since 1971. In the
1997;lakarta Troops Accused of Killing 20 Tribesmen', Awtralior, 13 February
L97;Jakarla Stmggles to Quell Ethnic Violence', Weelezd Austrelimr,l5 February
197; 'Dayaks on Warpath over Migrant lnfhu', Austrahhn, 10 February 197; and
'Wave of Violence Highlighb Indonesia's Social Woes', Couder-Iv|r'il, E February
32
33

1997.

Quoted in 'Army Arrests 85 in Ethnic Clashe', Ans/lalimr,2l February 199.
Pinkerton's Risk Assessment Sernices, Annurl Risk htaba*, 7990-7996.
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post€old War era, however, virtually all Islamic-based brrorism in
Mindanao has been perpetrated by groups opposed to the MNLF, and
the MNLF has now clanged its agenda to negotiating for peace with
the Philippine state - an altered strate$y that culminated in September
19!)6 with the signing of the Davao C-onsensus between Nur Misuari,
the MNLF leader, and President Fidel Ramos.s
Three main groups have emerged in this regard: MILE the
Moro Islamic Liberation Organisation (MILO) and the Abu Salyaf
('Bearer of the Sword') Group (ASG). These 'reptionists' regard
Misuari as a stooge of Wetern values, a tsaitor who has 'deviaEd from
the correct Islamic line in both peace and war' and compromised the
true ideals of Mindanao's Muslims.3s They see the Davao Consensus
deal not as the start of peace but as the beginning of a new conflict,
criticising the accord essentially on two accounb, First, ib failure to
guaranEe automatic autonomy for all the provinces of the southern
Philippines; under the 1996 Consensus, only those provinces (most of
whom are Christiandominated) that actually vote to do so wil be
incorporated within the Autonomous Region of Muslim Mindanao
(ARMM). Second, its failure to include provision for a fully
independent Islamic stab; under the 1996 Consensus, ARMM will
remain as an integral component of the Philippine state.s

Y
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Specifically, the Agreecrent p,rovides for the establishment of a sccalled Southern
Philip'pines Council for Peace and Developurent (SPCPD) to oversee economic and
derrelopnrmt proirts and pave the way for the establishm€lrt of a separate,
autonomous Islamic enclave to be lnown as the Autonourors Region of Muslim
Mindanao (ARMM. Whilst resuining an integral part of the Republic of the
Philippines, ARMM will be givm a certain amount of autonomy in local affairs;
lnduding the adrrinishation of iustice, taxatio& law and order and education.
ARMM, ltself, will cover only thce provinces and cities in Mindanao whidr vote,
through a plebiscite (to be held in 1998), b Fin it. The Accord is meant to
repres€nt the final inpleurentation of the Tripoli Agreenrmt that was entered into
by the Maros 8ov€rnment n 1976 and whidr, for the first timg recognised the
validity of an autonourous Muslim homeland. See The SPCPD Gamble', Philippine
Deily Inryira, 15 September 1996; 'Ranc, Muslims Sign Historic Acord to End
2&Year Gvil tdat', Austrelbn,3 September 196; and Daniel Lucerq "The SI€PD:
A Breakthrough towards Peace', OSS Digcst, IulylAugust 19D6,ppL7.
'Commisar of the Faith', Fer Eastmt Ea nonic Rmia+ 2E March 196.
See Peter Chalk, 'Prcpects for Peace on Mindanao', O{NCAPS Bnllcrir No.ll,
Novesrber 19%, pp.!E and The Davao C-onsensus: A Panacea fc the Muslim
Insurgency in Mindanao? Tanorism od Politicel Violcrlcc, VoL9, No2, 799/, pp.86
93. See abo'Gommissar of the Faith', Fer Erctan Ecalpnic Rroi.ry,28 Mardt 1996;
The Fire Next Tlme: Has Manila L,et the Moro Moveurmt Go Too Far', Fer bstan
E:;cotrotnic Reoicat,2t March t9!b; No Spring Chi&ms', Fn Ftstant Eanomic
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MILB MILO and the ASG all claim sizeable insurgent forces,
widespread tacit support among the indigenous Muslim population on
Mindanao and an armed cadre that consists of fighters and
commanders who have seen action in Afghanistan (with MILO and
MILF, in particular, boasting that officer for officer they probably have
more combat experience than the Philippine army). Moreover, all three
organisations have benefited from the huge flow of arms that is
presently coming out of Afghanistan as well as training in weapon
handling, explosives and methods of unconventional warfare.
Government and security officials are particularly concerned by the
activities of Al-Afghani, a militant group of 'free-lance' Afghan war
veterans who are thought to have been training MILF, MILO and ASG
organisations since 1994.37 According to US intelligence sources, AlAfghani runs a terrorist training school based at the University of
Dawat and )ihad in the Pakistani province of Peshwar, providing skills
that are said to have literally hansformed the tactics of the Philippine
(and other) organisations. American estimates of the number of Arabs,
Asians and others currently active in terrorist groups with bases in
Pakistan run to about 1,000.38

Of dl the groups currently active on Mindanao, the most
extreme and dangerous in terroristic terms is the ASG. The
organisation is a self-styled fundamentalist freedom fighter
organisation that emerged in 1993. It is led by Abduraiak Abubakar
Janialani, a former member of the Filipino Islamic Brigade that went to
fight the Soviet occupation forces in Afghanistan during the 1980s. The
organisation claims to be fighting for an exclusive Islamic state (that is,
for no coexistence with other religious groups - something that neither
MILO nor MILF advocate) and supports the deliberate targeting of all
Rcvittu,2S Mardr 199i;'EX-MNLF Rebs Plan to Attack Key Areas', PhilipVirc Daily
Inquira, 16 Septembet 19!b; 'Ex-MNLF Rebs Vow to Fight Nvt', PhiliVpine Deily
lnquir*,ls Sept€urb€r 7996; and'President Ramos Vows Crackdown on Muslim
Extremists', Asian Bullctin,Y o1.21, No.2,

Mardt-April

1996,

pp3l7.

lnformation obtained by the author during interviews conducted with officials
from the Philippine Defmce Forces, Camp Aginaldo, Quezon City, September
1995. S€e also March of the Militants', Fu Eastan Economic Mieu,9 March 1995;
The Fire Next Time', Eer Easterz- Eanonic Rmiew,28 Mardr 19!}6; 'Ex-MNLF Rebs
Vow to Fight Nur', PhiliVpine Daily Inquirer,l5 Septeurber 1995; and 'MILF: Force
to Reckon with',PhilipVine Daily Inquirer,T6 September 1995.
'Filipino Terrorists Using Pakistan as "Base of Operations"', Quezon

Gty GMA-7

Radio Television Arts Network, in Tagalog 16 April 1995; and'Islamic Terrorism
Network Tied to Pakistani University', New YorkTimes, 20 March 195.
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Christian civilians, including the beheading of womery children and
the elderly.3e

One of the worst attacks carried out by the ASG occurred in
Ipil, a town of about 50,000 predominantly Christians located _on the
western coast of Mindanao Island. Arriving by boats on 4 April 1995,
about 200 insurgents armed with RPGs, recoilless rifles and bazookas
swooped down on the town. The attackers resorted to indiscriminate
fiti"& killing at least 53 people and wounding another 44. More than
200 ihops, stores and cinemas were additionally guttd during the
t"^p"g". A statement issued after the attacko criticised the
mainstream MNLF leadership for betrayal of the Muslim cause' by
entering into peac€ talks with the Manila govemnrenq it also warned
that ,there can ue no lasting peace without the independence of the
Bangsamoro Muslim homeland'.4l
One aspect that rnakes the threat Posd by ASG so significant
is the organisation's alleged link with the international network of

Islamic terrorism. Both Philippine and westem intelligence officials

now firmly believe that the ASG (possibly in conjunction with
renegade elements from MILF) has facilitated the creation of local

logistics networks for tsansnational Islamic organisations in rcfurn for
the supply of arms and financing. The PurPose is supposedly to
transform-the Philippines, especially its capital, Manila, into a base for

39

Inforrration on the ASG obtained by the author during interniews with offii:ls
frour the Philippine Defence Forces, Camp Aginaldo, Quezon City,-$*ember
196. See abo Mirk Turner, Terrorisur and Secession in the Southern Philip'pines:
The Rise of Abuhyyaf , C-ontzmprary tuutheosl Asia, Vol.lZ No.1, fune f 995, gpJ19; and P.B. SinM, Muslim Insurgmcy in the Philippin€', Srt?ttgic Anelysk'
Vol.18, No.5, August 7995, pp.63154.

A rroup canin; itsef

the-lslamic Command Cormcil of the

Mco

National

actually issued the statenent. Howerrer a flag and
headbands belongmg to the ASG recovered after the asoault suggests that Abu
Sayyaf was almct c€rtainly behind the attack Philippin-e intelligence
beii-eve the use of the nane ICC-MNLF may indicate that the aseault was carried
out by the ASG in coniunction with rmegadi: elementg of the MNLF and MILF.
Reuters News Servie, 11 April 1995. S€e also'Philippines Masoacre is "A Sigp of
Worse to Come"', Grurilian,T April 195; Muslim Rebels ICU Sores in Philippine
Citv', Na YorkTittus,s April 195; Muslim Extrerrists Attack a Smdl Village in
April I95; 'Hunt fq the -AUq Sayatf',
ttrd Souttrern Philippinesi
-195; lz Monile,5
Turner, 'Terorisur and Seceasion in the Southern
Asbue| 21 April
Philippines', p.8iand Sinha, Muslirn Insurgmcy in the Philippines', P'6S5.
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terrorist activities directed against Western, particularly American,
interests and anti-Islamic elements in the Asia-Pacific.42

Concrete evidence of an international connection between
Muslim extremists in the Philippines and other Islamic organisations
first began to surface in january 1995, following the raid of a flat
rented in Manila to Ramzi Ahmed Yousef,43 a'free lance' tenorist with
links to the radical Egyptian group Gama'a el Islamiya and the alleged
mastermind of the 1993 World Trade Center bombing. Material seized
from the one-bedroom apartment revealed details of a sophisticated
plan to carry out a series of high-profile international operations
during 1995, in conjunction with the ASG, as part of the overall
obiective of 'turning the democratic Philippines into a maior centre of
international terrorism'. The attacks were to have induded:

'
'
'

the assassination of the Pope during his visit to Manila

in

1995;

slmchronised bombings of the US and Israeli embassies in the
Philippines and other Asian capitals, most notably Bangkok;
the mid-air destruction of two United

Air Lines 747 iumbo jets

over Hong Kong's Kai Tak airport by exploding a
nitroglycerine bomb hidden in the upperdeck washrooms of
each plane (the scheme was 'tested' by bombing a Philippines
Airlines ptenroute to Tokyo in December 1994, killing one and
iniuring ten); and

'

suicide assaulb on the headquarters of both the Federal
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) in Manhattan and the US Central
Intelligence Agency (CIA) in Virginia.4
in the
Philippines, September 19%. See also 'Terror International', Fet Fnstan Economic
Reoiat),4 May 1995; Military Gtes Seven Foreign Groupo Linked to Abu Sayyaf,
Philiryitu Deily hquirn, 4luly 195;'Manila Steps up Manhunt for Terorists',
Australbn, 11 January 1995; The Shadow of Terorism', Asietoak,28 April 195;
'Unraveling a Tangled Web', Asiauek,5 May 1995; Sinha, Muslim Insurgmcy in
the Philippines', p.645; and Endlay, Turning the Corner in Southeast Asia', p.200.
Yousef escaped the raid but was caphrred in Pakistan a month later where he was
extradited to the United States to stand trial for the World Trade Cmter bombing.
See Pinkerton's Risk Assessment Servie, Risk As*ssnent Sumey 7995, pp,AU'L;
Muslim Militants Threaten Ramc Vision of Summit Glory', Australian, 13 January
196;'A Target for Terror', Austrelbn, 19 luly 19%; Sinha Muslim Insurgency in
the Philippines', pp&fi; and 'The Man Who Wasn't There', Time,20 February
lnformation obtained by author dwing official interviews conducted

43

4

1995.
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Although the fanuary 195 police raid suctessfully aborted
Yousds planned terorist attacks, it does appear that the ASG has,
nevertlreless, been plugged into a burgeoning Islamic international
terrorism network. Documents captured from Yousefs flat and later
confirmed by military inElligence as well as the testimony of Edwin
Angeles, a fornrr ASG operative and now Philippine police inforrnant,
show the organisation to have established links with Mohantmed
Jamal Khalifa, an Arab businessman who is believed to have played a

key role in helping to coordinate the activities of IsLamic extremists in

Pakistan, EWpt, Israel and the United Sates; the Abu Nidal
Organisation (ANO); Hizbollah; Hamas; and the Abu Nidal Fateh
Revolutionary C-ouncil.s

Of more direct importance for Southeast Asia is evidence of a
developing ASG regional network connecting the ASG with militants
in Malapia (allegedly drawn from the Al Arqam Group) and
extremist rebels operating in the southern Thai provinces of Pattani,
Yala and Narathiwat. Indeed, according to Angeles, a training camp
has already been established in the Malaysian state of Sabah,
reportedly utilising Syrian financial supportf while Philippine
authorities have long suspected Viebram as being a rnapr transit point
for weapons channelled, from Thailand, to groups such as MILF and
ASG.47

More ominous yet was the interception of an arms cache in
Cebu in August 19!)6. Acrording to Philippine military and intelligence
Inforuradon obtained by the author during official lntervierw conducted in the
Philipp'ines, September 196. S€e also, 'Pr€sidelrt Ramc Vows Crackdown on
Mnslim Extsemists', Asbn Buibtk, Yol.2l, No.2, MardrApril 1996, pp3}7;
Pinkerton's Risk Asc€ment Serrries, Risk Asscssncat Surey 7995, pp.4F7;
Military Cites Seven Foeign Groups Linked to Abu Sayyaf, PhilipVinc Daily
In4ljra, 4 fuly 195; 'Abu Sayyaf Acquires High-Tech Weaponry Abroad,
PhilWi,u Derly laq&c13 January 1995; 'Police Note Arrival of Ramd Brother,
Foreign Termists', Busitrcss Wodil, T Noveurber 195; Terror International', Far
Ftsrrlnlt F,rotontic Rmilry, 4 May 1995; Manila Steps up Manhunt for Terrorists',
Austrdbn, 11 January l9!}5; The Shadow of Terrorisnr', Asieuak,2E April 195;
and 'Unraveling a Tangled Web', Asbutck,SMay 1995.
Findlay, Turning the C-orner in Southeast Asia', p2(I); Sinha, Muslim Insurgmcy
in the Philippine', p.&6; A Mad Dream of Global Terror', Tinu, 10 April 1995;
'Death in the Afternoon', Tinrr, 77 April f95; and Manila Drbious on Muslim
Rebefs', Inleza lirrnl.l Hcrdtl Tihntu, 79 Aprrl 1995.
Infomration gained by the author during interrriews conducted with military and
tntelligence officids in the Philipprnes, htemb€r 1995.
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sounoes, the weapons

(whidt induded an M-15 rifle, a .22 calibre rifle,

a l2gauge shotgury a 9 mm pistol and a homemade .357 calibre hand-

gun in addition to hundreds of rounds of assorted ammunitiory
fragmentation grenades, claymore mines, dynamite and other
explosives) were part of an armoury being readied for a regionally
organised attack on the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC)
Summit, which was held at the former US Philippine naval base at
Subic Bay in November 19%. US and Philippine security officials
believe that the attack was to have been coordinated by a group of four
Afghan militants who had entered the country in September 1996 on
Pakistani passports, allegedly to head up an international terrorist ring
that linked Muslim extremists throughout the region.€
Cambodia
Cambodia orrrently remains one of the most severely affected
of the Southeast Asians states in terms of terroristic violence. Between
1990 and 1996, the country suffered a total of 427 attacks, representing
an average rate of 61 incidents per year. In the four years between 1990
and 1993,357 people lost their lives as a result of terroristic violence in
Cambodia - the equivalent of 74 per cent of the total number of deaths
reported in Northern keland, Spain and Gerrnany combined during
the years concerned.49 Virtually all of this violence was perpetrated by
the KR, induding its continuing civil war against the CPP-Funcinpec
coalition government which was formed following UN-supervised
elections in May 1993.
For its part, the KR is weaker now than it has been for many
year. After its boycott of the 1993 elections, the organisation was
confined to iungle bastions rnainly in westem Cambodia without

Chinese and Thai support and the international recognition that came

with ib previous status as the primary group opposed to

the
Vietnamesebacked Hun Sen govemrrent. Moreover, since 1996, some
lnforuration relayed to author by Pinkerton's Risk Ass€ssm€nt Service, November
196. In the event the APEC summit passed without incident. One can speculate
that this was due

b

the interception of the arurs cadre, the subsequent arrest of the

four suspected Afghan terrorists and the deploymmt of 30,0fi) security personnel,
induding $ffi drawn from a new Special Operations Command combining
troops hained in both jungle and urban warfare.
Pinkerton's Risk Assessmelrt S€rvice, Annual Risk Dettbas,7990-7996.
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of the KR's most senior commanderc have defected to the side of the
Cambodian goverrunent (including second-in<ommand Ieng Sary),
taking with them an estirnated 3,0(X) insurgents who had formerly
been under their command.s
Nevertheless, the KR continues to represent at least a residual

threat to the internal security of C-ambodia in terms of terroristic
violence. Indeed, the growing weakness of the organisation since 1993
appears to have caused a switch in tactics away from haditional
guerrilla warfare towards an operational mandate that is now far npre
orrertly terroristic in nature (which is both less crcstly and less
expensive). Between 1993 and 7995, for instance, there were 319
terrorist attacks reported in Carnbodia, representing 81 per cent of all
incidents recorded between 1990 and 1995 and exceeding the previous
eight-year annual average of 49 incidents by 115 per cent.Sl The
campaign - which is designed to destabilise the government and
dirourage foreign investrnent and interest from entering the country has included some partiorlarly violent attacks.52 As Lewis Stem
obcerves:

From 1994 to l9%, KR units were committing increasingly
serious acts of violence against civilians. Following the
October 1994 dirovery of the bodies of three Western
hostages taken during a botched robbery attempt in Kampot
Province during the sururer, the KR massacrcd htty
Cambodian civilians in Battambang Province In late
November l19941, a KR unit killed [a furtherl dozen Thai
workers [withl KR propaganda [beginning] to include more
and nrore denunciations of American, French and Australian
assistance to the government in Phnom Penh ... throughout

Hndlay, Turning the Corner in Southeast ltsia', p.ll7;'Cambodia Takes ExKhmer Bases', C.or.ricr-fubil, 10 August 195; 'The Toll of a Tyrant', Walccttd
Austmlin, E June 19ti; 'Legal Net Slowly Closes on Brother Number One',
Austmlimr, f2 Mardr 1996; 'Pol Pot Loyalists Atta& Disddent Rebeb', Anstalian,

See

51

52

19 Augrrst 1996; and'Khmer Rouge Defectors Grilld, Alltstrd;iza r,9 Augnst 1996.
Pinkston's Risk Aseessnent Seryice, Risk As*ssntcttt Suruy 7995,p.42.
See, fc irutance, Wesley, The C-ambodian Waltz', p.76; Rebels Still Tomrent
Cambodia 20 Years after Their Rampage', Ncrt York Tirrr6, 6 February 1995; and

'Pol Pot Menace Endures in Cambodia', Tincs (UK), 17

AFil 195.
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1995, threatening

dire consequences should such

assistance

persist.s3

While a resurgence of KR activity on the scale of operations
carried out in the 1980s is unlikely - due to the organisation's lack of
external support and ib declining numerical strength - a continuing
low-level tenoristic insurgency (perhaps along the lines of the struggle

cunently taking place in the southem Philippines) is not.il As a
somewhat pessimistic report of the evolving internal situation in
Cambodia observed back in December 1995:
Cambodia has been widely touted as a success story - a model
of global peacemaking in the post{old War world. The
Unibd Nations spent close to $3 billion trlri.g to break the
cyde of hagedy. But today, 2 7/2 years after UN-sponsored
elections were supposd to have ushered in a new era of
democracy and economic recovery, Cambodia appears to be
sliding back to its familiar pattern of political violence [and]
assassination.$
One additional concern that has recently ernerged with regard

to terrorism in Cambodia has to do with

acts of political violence
arising in the context of heightened CPP/Funcinpec tension. Although
the two parties did agree to form a coalition goverrunent following
UN-sponsored elections in 1993, continuing internal factionalism and
inter-party rivalry greaily impedd the effectiveness of the subsequent
irint administration. So serious was this bipartisan hostility that rarely
wer€ Hun Sen or Ranarridh able to exhibit a united stance on any
issue. Tensions culminated in luly 1997 when Hun Sen effectively
carried out a cor.p il'6tat agairct Ranarridh, overmnning the Funcinpec

headquarters
government.s
53
54
55
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Phnom Penh and installing

Irwis Stern,'Cambodia'in Carpmter and Wiencek

(eds),

a

Asiu

single,
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Sccurity Henilhmk,

p.129.

Findlay, Turning the Corner in Southeast Lsia',p.797.
Washingtotr Post, 9 December 195.
Se, for instane, Stenr, 'Cambodia', p.128; C Thayer,

Beyorul

lrulnhim, Adelphi

Paper No.297 (Oxford University hess for the International Instihrte for Stategic
Shrdies, Oxfor4 19951, p27; P. Churdr, Focus on 9putlrerls. /slb (Allen & Unwin,
Sydney, 1995), p%; David Chandler, &mbilb, Asia-Australia Briefing Paper
No2/5 (Asia-Australia Instihrte, Sydney, 799J), pp.74; Midrael Vickery, C-amboilb:
A Politial Suroay, Disctrsdur Paper No.14 (Department of Political and Social
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The rnapr conoern now is that Ranariddh will organise a war
of resistance against Hun Sen, possibly in conjunction with the KR
Irdeed a leading Khmer official has already categorically stabd: 'our
current and futur€ poliry is pin with all the national brces both inside
and outside the country to continue to fight agairst Hun Sen, the
clique leader'.S7If this does ocrur, Cambodia will almost certainly be

reduced b a Bosnian- or Lcbanesestyle lawless anarchy, where teror
and other manifestations of indiscriminate violence, caried out by
in'egutar militias and loet commands, become the rnain expressions of
political opposition. A mortar attack at a political rally in March 197
(killing 12); the bombing of a state'run television station nlvlay 1997;
an atEmpted assassination aftempt against Hun Sen, also in May 797;
and a grmade assault against a packed nightdub in August 1997-all
of which have been connected to ongoing political rivalry, tension and
hostility between CPP and Funcinpec - graphically highli_ght the
poEntial for political violence in Cambodia in the years ahead.s

Potential Areas of Terrorist Actioity : Tlu Question of Burma
Of dl the states in Southeast Asia, Burma has been the one
most affected by active insurgent groupe. Bertil Lintner, for uample,
identifies no fewer than 115 guerrilla armies, factions, splinter grouPs
and fronts which have operated in the country since it gained its
independence from Britain in 1948.s9 While many of these movements
only represented either an ephemeral or a marginal threat to Burmese
Change, Australian National Univerdty, C-anberra, 19,1),

pp.3!E; Sihanouk Tells

C.mbodia's Battling hemi€rs to Unite', Neliolr., 4 \ny 1997;'FIun Sen Plans to
Strge Coup, S.y KR Rebels', Netim, S luly 1997;'Hun Sen Controb P. Penh',
Natin,Tlnly 197; and'C-otrntdown to a C-anp', Wcbrul Austnlin,l2July199 7.
Quobd in 9row Tlme fc Khmer Rouge', Austnlbn,4 AugttstlgyT. At the time of
writing some 5(I) to 6(I) fcurer KR fighters had already irined fore with troops
loyal to Ranariddh in defene of O'Smadr - a we3t Caurbodan towrr wlddr has
becure the de facto headquarhs of and-Hrm S€n r€sistance. See 'Royalist
Redstanae Holds qrt Hun Sen', Austrdba, f9 August 7997; and.'Khmer Rouge
Claim Alliane with Prine', Cow&r-l&il, 16 Augtxt 7997.
See Ron Ccb€lr, 'Bdlot Box Batdegrornd' ln Insifu /s& Nadqrwide News Pty.
Ltd., Sydney, fuly 19971, p.43; 'Ranariddh's Fate Hanp on MPs' Vote', Alstrr,l&rlr,6
Shot in Hun S€n Ambudr; /lrs,trnliln, SO lvlay 1997;
Stndio Attack', C-onrb-Meil,6May 1997; 'Angry Hun Sen Denies Role ln Grenade
Attack', Wa*efl, Austmllm, 5 May 1997; and Witness of Grenade Rally Attack
Execrrted-, Ars trrlbn, 4 Ap,lil 197.
Llntner, Bmu in Rcdt, pp.42l -37.
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internal stability during the Cold War, a number did pose a significant
challenge to ruling authority: groups such as the CPB, the lGchin
Independence Army (KIA), the Karcn National People's Liberation
Front (KNPLF), the Shan State Army (SSA) and the MTA.0
Despite the existence of so many ethnic insurgent gpoups,
tenrcristic violence has not been as significant in Burma in the postCold War era as one might have thought. Between 1990 and 1993, for
instance, there were only 52 incidents reported in the country
(representing an annual average of 13.25 assaults), while for the two
years 199F96, only 5 separate attacks were recorded (12 and 13
respectively).61 The reason for this relatively low incident rate has to
do with the post-1989 willingness of nurnerous rebel groups to make
peace with the SLORC junta - a proc€ss that was first spatked by the
collapse of one of the country's oldest antijovernment armed
campaigns, the CPB insurgency. By November 1996, peace accords had
been reached with:

'
'

theSSA (September f%9);

'
'
t

the main body of the KIA (October 1993);

the 4th Brigade of the KIA (known as the Kachin Democratic
Army) (fanuary 1997);
the KNPLF (May 7991);

the Democratic trGren Buddhist Army (DKBA (a splinter
faction of the Karen National Union (KNU) which separated
from the KNU after the lafter repcted a March 195 peace
acrord);

'

the MTA (fanuary 1996); this deal was made with Khun Sa
personally and allegedly involved a SLORC guarantee to
allow the warlord a free hand to pursue his narcotic 'business'
interests in exchange for his acceptanc€ of an unconditional
MTA ceasefire (see chapter 3 above); and

See,

ht

Europa Wotlil Yar bk 7996, VoLl, pp225l-2; Neher,
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variety

Asia

of other srnaller organisations, induding ex-

communist Wa and self-proclaimed'democratic' Shan, IGchin
and Kokang ethnic groups; the Pao National Organisation
(PAO); the Palaung State Liberation Army (I,ISLA); the Kayan
Home Guard; the lGyan New Land Party; and the Shan State
Nationalities People's Uberation Organisation (SSNPLO).52
Presently there are only a handful of active insurgent elements

which could realistically pos€ any sort of concerted threat to the
Burmese government. These indude a few srnall prrdenxrcracy
opposition groups - primarily the All Burma Studenb Democ'ratic
Front (ABSDD; some ethnic organisations (the Nationalist Socialist
Council of Nagatrand, the Rohingya Solidarity Alliance and the Chin
National Front); and the KNU (most of whom have since been driven
across the Thai border by the DKBA).6

Nevertheless, one can c€rtainly not tre overly optimistic about

the prospects for a lasting peace in Burma. The country's ethnic
question has neither been solved nor, indeed, addressed; it has merely
been frozen. SLORC cpntinues to rule in a brutal, authoritarian manner

and has categorically refused to

consider further
independence/autonomy demands.5a Such factors obviously do not
provide ideal conditions for durable, abiding peace agreements.
Indeed according to Dr Chayochoke Chularsiriwongs, a senior lecturer
and Burma expert at Bangkok's Chulalongkorn University, rnost ethnic
groups are already questioning the sincerity of the SLORC, with many

fudth, 'Burma at the Crcs Roads', Butttu Dfutc, Vol3, No.6
Novesrber-Desrfu 196, p.7; Khin Maung Kyi, Myanmar: Will Forever Flow
S€e Mardn

the Ayeyanrady?' in Daljit Singh (ed.), 9ourhrrlst Asbn Affairs 1994 (Institute of
Sontheast Asian Studi€, Singapore, 194), W227-2; Lintner, 'Ethnic lnsurgmts
and Narotics', p.21; The Shan Connection', Eanonist,5 fanuary 196; 'Drug

lord's RetirerrenlPlan',

Burr',p.435:7;

fub-Ma4

5 Septeurber

195; Lintsrer, Narcopolitics in

and 'Drug Buddiea: The Heroin Trade Eghts back - With Offidd
Help' , Fo Ftstan kootnb Rafu,u, t4 Novenrber 1 96.
Smith, 'Burna et the Cre Roa&', p.7; Lintner, 'Ethnic Insurgents and Narcotics',
p21; Findlay, Turntng the C-omer in Southeast Aeia', p.797;'Iunta Drives 2Om0
IGren Reftgees acros Thai Border', Austmlb1 17 Febnrary l9Z and 'Rebels
IGow Little btrt Life by the Gun', Austmlhn,22February 1997.
Lintner, The Dnrg Trade in Southeast Asia', pp.910; Flndlay, Turning the C-orner
in Southeast ,4.;lila', p.ll7; and Maureen Aung-Thwin, 'Burura' in Carpenter and
Wiencek (eds), Asbr

*vnrity Hentuak,p.777.
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continuing to actively stockpile weapons as insurance in the event
Rangoon reneges on

ib various cease-fire commitrnents.G

Moreover, it is not yet apparent that the vast bulk of the MTA
is ready to make peace with the SLORC. Significant numbers of the
organisation have turned their backs on Khun Sa since he struck his
19!)'6 deal, with many interpreting the agreement as liftle more than a
complete sell out of the Shan cause.65 In addition, should Rangoon
begin to adopt a rrnre concerted anti-narcotic policy in response to US
and Western pressure, there is a distinct possibility that Khun Sa will
abandon his own ceasefire and adopt the Colombian model of 'narco.
tenorism' in an atEmpt to violently safeguard his heroin empire (see
chapter 3 above).

Given all these factors, it is quite conceivable that Burrna could
come to experience a resurgenc€ of ethnic and general unrest in the
future. If this does ocrur, there will be ample opportunities, causes and
motivations to fuel a level of terorism far bevond that which has been
experienced by the country since 1989.

Although historically not as much of a problem in Southeast Asia as in
other parts of the world (such as the Middle East, Europe and Latin
America), terrorism quite dearly has had, and continues to have, an
important impact on the region.57 In the post{old War era it has
surfacnd, in varying degrees, as a threat to internal stability in
Thailand, lndonesia, Burma and Cambodia, while in the Philippines it
has emerged as a genuine day-today security problem. Thanks to the
arrest of Ramzi Yousef in 1995, it is now clear that Southeast Asia has
been infiltrated by the spectre of international terrorism - something
which dramatically increases the probability of the region being
affected by conflicts and struggles far from its own borders (as has
been the US and WesErn European experience oisn-ois Middle Eastern
terrorism). Such violence not only leads to the undermining of human
rights, economic well-being and the rule of law; it can also act as a
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catalyst for internal war and, possibly, even intemational conflict. It is
therefore very much a threat to regional security in its broadest serue.

CHAPTER 5

RESPONDING TO GREY-AREA PHENOMENA
Responding to the challenge posed by these three GAP forces
in Southeast Asia will require some innovative thinking at the level of
national organisation and an increased commitment to cooperation at
the international level.

National Organisation
Nationally, governments must be prepared to initiate farreaching inter-agency operations and crcuntermeasures. Above all,
there is a need to cteate effective crisis management stmctures that are
able to set the command, control and jurisdictional parameters of
effective counEr-action by bringing together disparate police, customs,
judicial and military/naval authorities under one overarching
framework. Contemporary GAP issues such as piraey, drugs
trafficking and terrorism blur and distort traditional distinctions
between the internal and external security dimensions and therefore
require countermeasures that necessarily cross military and civilian
law enforcernent jurisdictions. Because most GAP activities are
criminal in naturc (or arc have been defined by the states of the region
as having an overall criminal pledicate), the thrust and direction of
GAP conainment should emanate from law enforcement agencies
(LEAs), with the military (the navy in the case of piracy) being kept in
a supporting (albeit important) role to provide the 'operational drive'
and power for countermeasures as and when necessary. 1

At least with respect to counter-tenorisr& it does appear that
two Southeast Asian polities have begun to recognise the importance
of such nationally integrated structurres.2 In the Philippines, a National

Iz

Hotam-Rhodes and Lupaha,'Gray Area Phenomma', p.17.

Thb asoociation can, in large parf be explained by the general desire of states to
protect Urcir monopoly over coercive violence. In an unorg.nised anarddc
international system, the maix incqrtive of eadr stab is to put itself in a position
where it can both msure its own security and ass€f,t the capacity to qtaintain its
integrity within the international balance of power. This courmitment, in turn,
necessarily implies secrring against threats and disruptions from both within and
without the state. One can, thus, expect states to react espedally forcibly to
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Action Committee on Anti-Hiiacling and Anti-Terrorism (NACAHT)
was established in 1995 (following the raid on Ramzi Yousefs
apartm€nt in Manila) to act as a precursor to the creation of a prcposed
Philippine CounEr Terrorism Center GCIC). The primary purpose of
the ItIC will be to integrate the expertise and tsaining of different
law mforcement, customs and intelligence agencie concerned with
the fight against international and indigenous terorisrn in the
country.3

In the same y€dr, two coordinating counter-tenorism
committee were dso established in Thailand. The firct, dubbed the
Committee to Prevent and Formulate Policies Against InFrnational
Terrorist Operations (CPFPIT), is headed by the prime minister and
includes the ministers of foreign affairs, interior and finance, the
commanders.in<hief of the three arrned forces and the chief of police.
fire secrcnd, known as the Sub{ommittee to Prevent Ingrnationd
Terrorist Operations (SCPITO), is headed by the secretary of the
National Security Council (NSCF and indudes representatines from
the ministries of the interior and foreign affairs, the Aviation
Deparhnent, the Police Department's Special Branch, the National
Intelligence Agerrcy arrd the Supreme C-ommand Headquarters.In the
event of an international tenorist attack, an initial investigation is
made by SCPITO. A report is then submitted to CPFPIT whose
responsibility it is b decide on what specific action to take regarding
the incidmt in question.S The same two-tiered procedure would
presumably also apply in the event of a domestic act of terrorism.

3

terrorists who, unlike crilinab, tueatm not iust the rule of law but the very
foundation of the state lbelf - lts monopoly over ooetdve vldene. See, for
instance, Challg Wcsr Evrczrzrlr Tanrbm oil C-ow*cr-Tanrint, p.1@; C Illly,
fuim, Crpilel od Erlloryr Sr.res (8. Blackwell, Cambridge Mass, 1D0), P.l9;
and Monica d€n Boer and Neil Walket, 'Euro,pean Policing alter 7992',lonnul of
@ttnrrltt bht*ct Shurb,Vd3, No.l, Mardt 7993,p.17.
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Despite these positive Philippine and Thai initiatives

in

the

area of counter-terrorism, similar nationally integrated structuies have
yet to be rcplicated on a regional level, and none have emerged to deal
with the problems of piracy and drugs trafficking. While states such as

Malaysia, Indonesia and Singapore have,

for

instance, committed

in busy sea lanes,
relatively little attention has been given to establishing overarching
frameworks to coordinate these operations with customs, intelligence
and police agencies. Equally, while Thailand has made moves towards
integrating its national anti-terrorism response capabilities, no similar
action has been taken with respect to drugs hafficking - arguably the
countr;r's rnost destabilising GAP force.
r€sources to stepping up anti-piracy naval patrols

The failure to provide for such inter-agency cooperation and
interaction in Southeast Asia has much to do with the bureaucratic
competition and iurisdictional iealousy that afflicts many of the
region's security establishments. According to Greenwood of the
Control Risks Group, such division has served to obstruct seriously
and, at times, to paralyse national response strategies, with
intelligence, military and law enforcement agencies at best often failing
to com[runicate with one another, at worst actively engagrng in allout
'turf wars.5 Aggravating the situation has been the involvement of
cormpt elements of the security forces in GAP activities as a way of
supplementing low personal incomes and inadequate agency budgets
(such as Thai complicity in heroin trafficking and Indonesian
complicity in piracy). Official connivance of this type has, obviously,
done little to enhance the efforts of those who seek a tighter and more
effective national r€sponee strategy. The inevitable consequence of
these operational disequilibria has been the manifestation of policy
decisions that are erratic, discontinuous and generally characterised by
a pervasive quality of inertia. How to overconrc such debilitating
effects will be one of the rnain GAP response challenges facing national
Southeast Asian leaderships over the coming year.

One possible model that could be usefully adapted to help
guide Southeast Asian efforts in this regard is the Counterdrug
Modelling and Simulation System (CMASS) that was developed in
1991 by then comrnander-in-chief of the US Southern Command,

6

Inforuration retayed to author by C,avin Greenwood during intervienvs conducted
at the Control Risks Group, t ondon,lanrnry 1997.
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General Geoqge foulwan. CMASS utilises computer prcgrams to
simulate the way drug haffickers, terrorists and other insurgents
operate, providing possible responses to a 'proUS' side that includes
analysts from the National Security Agency, the Dmg Enforcement
Agency, the Defence Intelligmce Agency, the los Alamos National
laboratory, the State DeparEnent and the National Security Council.
According to intelligence sources in Washington, since its inception in
1991 CMASS 'garnes' have provided nurnerous ideas on how best to
deal with given situations and enrrgencies (induding cases of official
comrption) and they predict they will come inb ever wider use by
security planning officials over the next few years.T

Internationd Cooperation
Given the transnational dimension of GAP forces, it is also
imperative that any r€sponse initiated by the states of Southeast Asia
be multilateral in nature. In this respect, a number of important
regional derrelopments have been made. For example:

t

M"l"y"ia has agreed to step up naval patrols to prevmt arms
shipments to Islamic extremists on Mindanao, apparently
being channelled from the Middle East through Sabah.6

'

Hanoi has agreed to work in coniunction with the Philippines
to investigate arms supplies that arrived on Mindanao in 1995
and which were thought to have passed through Vietram.9

'

Ther''e have been

at least two mapr international conferences
addressing terrorism in the Asia-Pacific. The first was held in
Perth, Australia in 1992 and induded police, security,
government and intelligence officials from the South Pacific,
Southeast Asia and Northeast Asia. The conference had as its
theme the development of practical measures to counter a
shared terrorism problem and covercd topics such as the

changing natue
7
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conbols; aviation security; the use of intqgrated systems to
enhance counter-brrorism efforts; and strategic countertenrorism planning and training in the Asia-Pacific. The second
was held in Baguio, the Philippines, in 191),5 and was aftended
by experts from no fewer than 19 states. Themes covered
included state sponsorship of tenorism; the potential use by
terrorists of weapons of mass destruction; how to stop the flow
of funds reaching terrorist organisations; bilateral and
multilateral agreements to ensure the prompt extradition of
terrorist suspects; and inElligence information exchanges.lo

Thailand has collaborated with both regional and extraregional states, particularly since 199Q in trying to stem heroin
movements from the Golden Triangle. In 195, for instance,
Bangkok bok part in Operation Trap, which led to the
apprehension of a number of individuals who are alleged to be
linked with Khun Sa's heroin trafficking network at a senior
level (see chapter 3 above).ll

In

7994, the lTth ASEAN Senior Officials on Drug Matters
(ASOD) meeting adopted a Plan of Action on Drug Abuse
Control. This aims to guide member-state cooperation in four
priority areas: preventative drug education; treatrnent and
rehabilitation; law enforcemenq and research.l2 To date,
however, operationalisation of the plan has been seriously
constrained by funding problems and disputes over cost
sharing.

In |uly 7997,T\ailand, China, Burma and Laos all agreed to
augment their regional anti-narcotic efforts under the auspices
of the UN Drug Control Programme (UNDCP)'s 1995 Mekong
Action Plan. Three important agreements have since been

10

1l
12

Pinkerton's Risk Ass€snl€nt Serviccs, htntry Risk As*sstttcttt lune 7996.
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signed - two involving law enforcement qnd judicial training
and one dealing with intelligence sharing.r3

Finally, a numhr of important anti-piracy initiatives have
been enacFd since 1992 (the higttpoint of attacks in the
region), induding:

(i) The establishment

of a full-time direct communication link
between the Indonesian and Singaporean navies as a
prelude to exchangrng real-time information and
launching crcordinaEd patrols to deEr Piracy in and
ancund the Malacra Strait. An agreement on ioint patrols
was su@uently signed between the two stabs under
which naval vessels from each country are obliged to
mutually inform and assist one another when a pursuit is
likely to cross territorial boundaries.l4

(ii) The forrnation of a pint

Indonesian and Malaysian team
called the lvlaritime Operation Plannfug (MOP) Team to
crcnduct coordinabd patrols in the Strait of Mal,acca.t5

(iiil An agreenrent between Malaysia, Indonesia and Singapore
for armed police teams to be rnade available (if requested)
for limited periods, to go on board and provide security
assistance for ships transiting the Malacca Strait.Is

(iiil The signing of a menrcrandum of understanding between
Malaysia and the Philippines allowing both qcuntries to
conduct coordinated anti-piracy patrols along their
corrunon sea troundary.rT
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(iv) Provision for a bilateral Thai-Vietnamese agreement on
irint naval patrols in the Gulf of Thailand (due to be
signed by the end of 799n.18

(v) The establishrrent of the RPC, under the auspices of the
IMB, in Kuala Lumpur. The main functions of the centre
are to act as an information and broadcasting centre and to

liaise with the law enforcement authorities in the region to
facilitate irint action against piracy.le

Notwithstanding the importance of these transnational
initiatives, the response that has so far been enacd by the states of
Southeast Asia has essentially been reactive and ad hoc in nature,
lacking any real degee of proactive, long-term planning. Piecemeal
negotiation, a q)ncern with sovereignty, and complicated historical
and political considerations have resulted in a situation wherein none
of the various initiatives outlined above have been integrated into a
comprehensive and codified form of region-wide inter-state
coordination. This relatively hesitant acc€ptanc€ of a more integratd
and formalised approach to security planning stems from the
familiarity that Southeast Asian states feel towards bilateral
cooperation and the process of gradually strengthening modalities of
coordination through minimalist, intergovernrnental coordination as

t9

InformaHon relayed b author by Vice Adminl Nitz Srisomwong and Chief of
Staff Radn Navavichit during interviews conducted at the Instihrte of Advanced
Naval Studies, Bangkok,luly 197.
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(i) To report
c unexplained craft movesrents to dl oncerned vessels
and LEAs (law enforcement agencies);
Gi) To issue regutar status r?orts of puacy and arnred robbery via broadcasts on

Inmarsat{ and NAVTD( services;
(iO To cpllate and anal)'se all information received and to issue consolidated
r€ports to all interested bodies, induding the IMO;
(iv) To provide pct-incident support in the event of a piratical attadg and

(v) To ptrblish a Regional Piracy Guide providing ba*ground information
conctrning piracy and amred robbery, preventative advice, operational reporting
and pct-incident management, induding the securing of evidence
and contact points.
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and when necessary - sonetimes dubbed the 'ASEAN approach' to
international security cooperation.

A

for the states of Southeast Asia in
therefore be to provide for a fully
comprehensive and integrabd mde of inter-staE cooPeration at the
international level. One possible forum in which to addeve such
coordination is the nascEnt ASEAI{ Regional Forum. Developed
following a meeting of senior ASEAN officials in Singapore in May
1993, ARFs rnain obiective is to give greater impetus and scope to the
institutionalisation of the security dialogue process, both within
Southeast fuia and more generally throughout the Asia-Pacific.
Primary emphasis is given in this regard to the use of regular
consultative rrpchanisms designed to enhance transparency and
confidence building arrnng the forum's member states.F
secondary challenge

respondrng

to

GAP

will

Although still in its forrnative stages, ARF has the potential to
emerge as the primary multilateral security forum for Southeast Asia
and the wider Asia-Pacific region in the post{old War era. Whilst it is
tme that many states in the region have voiced considerable
reservation about rapidly transforming ARF into a forrnalised, OSCEt5ps?t stmchrre, a number of officials and academics have expressed
interest in developing the forum to coordinate collaboration against
GAP low-intensity conflict (UC) threats. Such a cour€e of action, which
has been supported by the Council for Security Cooperation in the
Asia Pacific (CSCAP), a track-two dialogue think tank designed to
back the work of ARF, has been endorsed as a first step towards
instihrtionalising more traditional cooperation against conventional,
higher intensity issues (such as arms proliferation and intra-regional

territorial disputes).z
ARF cmrbines the meurbers of ASEAN (lndonesia, Singapore, Malaysia, the
Philippines, Thailan4 Brunel Vieham, laa and Bunna) with an established
group of serrm dialogue partn€rs (the United States, Canada, AusEdia, Nenr

4 |apan, South Korea and the European Union), one associate member
@apua Nerr Guinea) and two obeerver states (China and Russia). For a good
dinrssion of ARF, see Midrael Lqfq,Thc ASEN,I Bcgiorul Fonaz, Adelphi Paper
No32 (Oxford University Press for the International Institute for Sbategic
7aala
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GCE stan& fq Organisation on Security Gooperation in Europe.
lnfornration relayed to author by ASEAN officials attending the ASEAN in
Transition: Implications for Aushalia Workshop, 9-f0 December 1995, Brisbane
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The advantages of integrating cooperation against GAP/UC
threats within an ARF-type structurc should not be underestimated.
On a broad level, one can identify at least six benefits that such an

approadt would yield:

'

it would help to improve the quality and dissemination of
information about GAP/LIC issue arcas, thereby assisting
Southeast Asian states in understanding their bases for accord;

'

it would help to reduce the 'transaction costs' of collaborative
action through the convening of multilateral meetings and
allowing for the crcation of accepted frameworks within which
to negotiate agreemenb;

'

it would help to facilitate agreements by making it

easier to
negotiate trade-offs among competing LIC and other security
issue areas;

'

it would help to assist with the enforcement of accords by
promoting the transparency of policies, increasing the

of reputations with regard to upholding
international commitrnents and legitirnating sanctions against
importance

transgr€ssors;

'

it

has the long-term potential

to alter the priority

that

Southeast Asian states attach to their basic values, particularly

with regard to changing

conceptions of instrumental selfinterest from competitively- to mutually reciprocated-based
behaviouca and
senior researdrer with the Bureau of Security and ForeigS Policy Studies, ISIS

Malap.a, April 1997. CSCAP has already developed
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secudty implications of crime in the Asia-Pacific and assbt in the develop'nrent of
skategies to count€r tds threat. lnformation relayed to author by John McFarlane,
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.

the states of Southeast Asia with other extraregional governments that have considerable experience of
cirdinating and integrating responses to GAP forces, most
notably thJunited stttes and governments of the European
Union(EU).
In more specific terms, an ARF-type approach would- provide
the states of Southeast Asia with a single normative framework against
which to draft, irnplement and refine (as and when necessary)
international agreenEnb designed to promote regional resilience
against low-levil threats. This would, in tu!1-Srejtly assist with the
d;vebpment of a number of practical LIC/GAP counterrEasures,
including such cmcial initiatives as:
.
The genesis of a common extradition agreement for those

it would link

chargedwithoffencesrelatingtodrugtraffictingllroney

launiering piracy, terrorism, illegal arms smuggling, etc' (that
is, the provision of no safe havens).

.

The creation of a centralised, integrated criminal intelligence
database that is caPable of:

(i) acting as an effective

international information exchange

network;

(ii) coordinating investigation, search and

undercover

oPerations;

(iii) esablishing patterns of linloge between various
manifestatibns of international criminality; and

.

(iv) cronducting a central analysis of information and statistical
trends.
The standardisation of operational and legal procedures to
deal with incidents that have clear international and interagency ramifications, sudr as:

(il

the hiiacking of Planes;

InFnational Theo,ry: Gosrmon Threads, PaPqPr€€nted to the Annual Meeting
]i rh; A-.i; pofiUcat Scime Assodatiori, Aricago, 3{ Septeorber 1992; and R.
(eotrane and L Martin, The Promise of Instihrtionarct ifreory', Intcnutirttul
tuurity,Y oLN,No.l, 19$ PP3951.
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(ii) the launching of attacks

against embassies and foreign

dignitaries;

(iii) the seizure of ships in territorial waters and/or on the
high seas; or, in extranis,
(iv) the threat
material.

to use chemical, biological or even nuclear

'

The provision of mutual assistance in terms of investigations,
prosecutions and regional law enforcement training.

'

The provision of arrangements to facilitate the regional and
extra-regional exchange and secondnent of carefully vefted
law enforcement officials.

An overall assessment of Southeast Asia's future stability
in the final analysis, remain a rnatter of speculation.

prospects must,

However, as this paper has argued, the seeds of instability have very
definitely been sown in the region in the guise of an extended security
agenda that now incorporates issues as diverse as piracy, drug
trafficking and terorisrn It is dear that, at present, both national and
international preparedness against these GAP threats in Southeast
Asia remain inadequate. At the national level, the burcaucratic
divisions and iealousies which exist within security and defence
establishments need to be addressed as do instances of abuse of power
and official comrption that support GAP activities or at least allow
them to exist. At the international level, more attention needs to be

devoted

to

integrating inter-state cooperation

into a

fully

comprehensive and cmrdinated system of collaboration of the sort
that is able to support the development of new, more effective modes
of combined action.

All of this

states

requires political

will and the active input of all

in the region. The cmcial questiorl thus, revolves

around

whether Southeast Asian security and political leaderships are
prepared to adapt to the demands and challenges of their post{old
War regional security environment. It is still too early for a definitive
answer to be given in reply to this central question. What is clear,
however, is that in the absence of a firm commihnent to develop more
effective me.rns to deal with the various threats outlined in this papet
history is likely to record the end of the Cold War as an episode that
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creaEd far morc problerns in Southeast Asta than it solrrcd, and as one
that hailed in a Pacific c€ntuy tlrat turned out to be far from peaeful.
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located
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sense of embracing not only the control and application of military
force, but also the peaceful settlernent of disputes which could cause
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the Deparhnent of Foreign Affairs and Trade.
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neighbourhood; the defence of Australia; arms proliferation and arms
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DeparEnenf and the strategic implications
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fhis study examines three specific issue areas
I of concern that have assumed greater prominence on Southeast Asia's broadened sectrrity
agenda in the post Cold War era: maritime piracy; cirug production and tratficking - rvith a pri*
mary emphasis on tlre Golclen'liiangle region of
Laos, Burma ar-rd Thailand; and political terrorisnr. Althor"rgh these threats are bv no nteans new
to lhc Southeast Asian environmen{, all thrce
issnes have taken cln greater prorninence and
meaning in their orvn right as a result of the new
world 'disorder' ol tlre 1990s.

At the same time, it has become increasingly
apparent that the mechanisms for addressing
such threats are not ivell devek:ped in the
region. The combined efiect has been to signilicantly elevate the importance attached to these
areas of unconrrentional regional security, with
piracy, drug rrafficking and terrorism all taking
on greater relevance in the nationa-l secrrrity calculations of many Southeast Asian states.

In order to more adeqtrately address these
threats, the stud-v argues that political dlites will
not onlv need to engage in innovative security
integratior-r at the national level, they must also

be preparecl to institntionalise multilateral
cooperation at tl'le international level. At the
national level, the bureaucratic clivisions and
jealousies which exist within security and
defence establishments need to be addressed, as
do instances of official corruption that sutr)port
issues such as piracl', terrorism and drug trafficking, or at least allolv them to exist. At the
international level, more attention needs to be
devoted to integrating inter-s{ate cooperation
into a fully comprehensive and coordinated system of collabr:ration of the sort that is atrle to
support the development oi new, more effective
modes of combined action.

